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ABSTRACT
Normally it is assumed that the steady state mode of 
operation is most desirable for the design of the chemical 
reactor system. However it appears that this assumption may 
not be correct in many cases.
In the present work disturbances of various types were 
externally created and forced on a system comprising an 
isothermal continuous stirred tank reactor. The effects of 
these purposefully created disturbances were investigated 
by mathematically modelling the system and simulating it on 
a digital computer.
The change in reactor performance, as defined by the 
percentage change in the production rate from the steady 
state value, can be either an improvement or deterioration 
compared to the steady state operation depending on the 
parameters like inlet feed concentration, flow rate, comb­
ination of both, reactor temperature etc., on which the 
disturbance is forced. Of the various parameters considered, 
feed concentration disturbance resulted in the most improved 
performance.
The investigation of the various form of disturbances 
like sinusoidal, ramp, and different types of step disturb­
ance variations, showed that the form of the disturbance can 
profoudly change the reactor performance. The results indic­
ated that of all the disturbances considered, the simple full
step type of disturbance gives the maximum change in 
performance. The percentage improvement brought about by 
full step concentration disturbance was almost twice as much as 
that due to sinusoidal disturbance, which is the next best 
in terms of performance.
The study of the effect of the order of reaction showed 
that improving performance results for concentration distur­
bance with increasing order of reaction, due to the increasing 
non-linearity of the system.
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In the development of chemical processes, opLerating 
conditions are commonly fixed prior to the design of the equip­
ment and subsequent efforts are made to maintain the processes 
at the chosen steady state conditionr primarily because it 
is normally assumed that steady state operation is always 
the most desirable. As disturbances occur in the input 
feed streams, they are taken care of either by elaborate 
control systems or by surge tanks so that the specified steady 
state conditions are regained. However recent investigations 
have shown that for some processes such as extraction, dis­
tillation, adsorbtion, unsteady state operation improves the 
performance. Horn (5,6) has shown that the over all stage 
efficiency of periodically operated distillation and extrac­
tion columns depends in a complicated way on the number of 
stages in the column as well as on equilibrium and transport 
parameters, and that the performance of such columns can 
be improved considerably by periodic operation. Wilheim,
Rice and Bendelins (9) have indicated that in a column of 
adsorptive particles, the coupling effect of velocity and 
thermal fluctuations can be used to improve the separation.
Recently several investigators have extended this 
concept of unsteady state operation to the chemical reactor 
system. Douglas (2, 3, 4) in his study on the backmix 
reactor has shown that, under certain circumstances, it is 
sometimes preferable to permit the disturbances to enter the
reactor system rather than to damp them out with the control 
system, for they result in improved performance, however 
small, which tends to be profitable. Chang and Bankoff (1) 
have reported same results for tubular jacketed reactors. 
Laurence and Vasudevan (7) and Ray (8) have suggested that 
the periodic operation of a polymerizer could result in a 
product not obtainable from an isothermal steady state poly­
merizer and hence could be an attractive means of carrying 
out polymerization.
The question thereupon arises whether there might be 
any way in which such minimally improved performance can be 
improved still further. Why should the system upsets occur 
only at the whim of random chance? Even an inexperienced 
operator knows it is no difficult task to induce disturbances 
in a system. It may be advisable, therefore, to create the 
disturbances externally and make them follow a predetermined 
pattern through the system. In this way the best disturbances, 
in terms of the optimally improved performances, can be 
forced and the magnitude of such disturbances can then be 
carried to the limits of feasibility. In this work an attempt 
has been made to investigate these propositions.
The system discussed here is an isothermal, continuous 
stirred tank reactor for the general, irreversible reaction
—*» Products. It is assumed that the system has been 
optimized based on some design for steady state operation 
prior to forcing the disturbances. Possible variations 
on which the disturbances can be imposed for such a 
reactor system are the concentration of the feed, the input
flow rate, combinations of both of these and the temper­
ature in the reactor. The system parameters considered 
here were chosen to be the same as those employed by 
Douglas (2, 3) to facilitate the comparison of results. 
Douglas indicated that periodic fluctuations in input result 
in small improvements in performance. One obvious way to 
increase the performance would be to force periodic dis­
turbances of greater amplitudes ; however, there could be 
a limit to this from the viewpoint of feasibility of 
operation. Another technique is to consider the effect of 





For a second order irreversible reaction of the 
type 2A — Products
taking place in a single, isothermal, constant volume CSTR 
under forced concentration disturbance, the differential 
equation for the unsteady state mass balance on the 
reactant A is given by
( dY/dt + Q/V + 2kAo ) Y + kY2 = (Q/V) F(t) ... (1)s
where F(t) is the function representing the type of 
disturbance forced.
For a flow rate type of disturbance the unsteady 
state mass balance on the reactant A results in the 
differential equation
dY/dt = F1 (t) (Aqs - As) / v -
( ((Q_ + F. (t) ) / V ) + 2kA ) Y - kY2 ... (2)s i  s
The above two equations are derived and explained 
in detail in the subsequent chapters. The purpose of 
introducing them here is to indicate the type of 
differential equations that will be encountered in the 
present work. As can be seen equations 1 and 2 result­
ing from forcing of the diturbances are nonlinear, nonhomo- 
geneous, first order differential equations. The 
differential equations resulting from forcing of the
5.
disturbances on other operating parameters are also 
of the same type, and are also dicussed in the later 
chapters. Approximate solution can be obtained for 
such equations using standard analytical techniques by 
first converting to a second order linear equation (3) . 
However the forcing of the step disturbance which can 
be represented mathematically by Fourier Series expan­
sion makes the analytical approach highly complicated.
The approach used in the present work is to solve the 
equation numerically on a RCA Spectra 70/35 digital 
computer.
The method used for the solution of the differential 
equation is of the predictor-corrector type, which offers 
the following advantages :
1. The difference between the predicted and 
corrected values provides one measure of the 
error resulting at each step, and can be used 
to control the step size.
2. Only one, or at the most two evaluations of 
derivatives need be computed at each step 
(compared to four for the fourth order Runge- 
Kutta method) which results in a saving of com­
puting time.
6.
Compared to these advantages, the major disadvantage 
of the method lies in the instability, or propagation 
errors, that arises because the order of the approxi­
mating difference equation is higher than that of the 
original differential euqation and hence the difference 
equation possesses extraneous solution which in some 
instances can dominate the solution so that the solution 
of the differential equation bears little resemblance 
to the true solution of the original differential equation. 
Because of the range of the integration involved in the 
present solution it is absolutely essential that the 
method be stable or relatively stable to obtain an accurate 
solution.
Selection of the Method
For the ordinary differential equation of the type
Y*' = (dY/dt) = U(t, Y) ... (3)
the basic requirement for a stable method of solution 
(when ^ U/c>Y< 0) or one that is relatively stable 
(when^U/ b Y > 0 ) is that
A. t <  h/ ( c> U/ c> Y) 
where h is a constant depending both on the type of 
the predictor-corrector method used, and on whether 
both & U/ c) Y is negative or positive.
For a concentration disturbance on a second-order, 
irreversibly reacting system, the final differential
7.
equation is given by Equation 1. Comparing Equation 1 
with Equation 3 there is obtained
U(t,Y) = - ( (Q/V) - 2kA ) Y -
S
kY2 - (Q/V)F(t) ... (4)
Differentiating equation (4) with respect to Y results in
au/^Y = - (Q/V) - 2kA_ - 2kY ... (5)
S
Therefore if values of the parameters are V=100;
Q *10; k = 1.2 and A = 1.0 then A =0.25. s os s
Substituting these values in equation (5)
c)U/<)Y = -.1 - (2x1.2x0.25) - 2 x 1.2Y
= -0.7 - 2.4Y ... (6)
Now since Y represents the change in exit reactor
concentration from the steady state,;.-value of Ag equal
to 0.25, Y can never be less than minus 0.25 under any
circumstances. Also since A . the inlet reactant con-s
centration at steady state, is 1.0, Y could never be 
greater than 0.75 (though in actuality it is not greater 
than 0.25). Substituting this limit of Y, it can be 
seen that for
Y = 0.75; <5u/dY = -0.7 - (2.4 x 0.75)=-2.5 ..(7)
Y = 0.25; 3u/c)Y = -0.7 - (2.4 x 2.5)= -1.3 ..(8)
and that for
Y = -0.25 du/&Y= -.7 - (2.4 x -.25) = -0.1 ..(9)
8.
Thus for all the possible values of Y, c)U/c)Y is 
always negative, and it is apparent that the method 
will he stable. Distafano (10) has tabulated limit­
ing values of the constant h required for the various 
methods to be stable.
Based on the tabulated values of h as reported by 
Distafano (10), and also knowing that the truncation 
error for a fourth order predictor-corrector method is 
lower than that for a third order, a fourth order 
Milne-Hamming (11-12) method was selected from the 
various predictor-corrector methods available. It 
should be noted that some other predictor-corrector 
methods might have been used effectively without 
sacrificing the accuracy since the At finally used 
is much lower than that permitted by the limit imposed 
by stability considerations.
The basics involved in any predictor-corrector 
methods are that first the open end predictor equation 
is used to extrapolate from Point Yj_ to point Y^+;j_.
By using the predicted Yf+  ^value a closed end corrector 
equation is next applied to interpolate for an improved 
value of A rigorous truncation error analysis then
follows to modify the corrected value or in some cases 
both the predicted and corrected values. The predictor- 
corrector method used thus requires two derivative 
evaluations per increment.
9.
For a fourth order method, the truncation error 
term is given by
(E5 (A t ) V  ) / 5 ! ... (10)
Where E- for the Milne-Hamming (MH) method is 5
equal to negative three. The truncation error for 
MH method is thus given by
5 5
- (1/40) • ( kt) Y ... (11)
Now as the values of Y range between 0.25 and -0.25, 
the per-step truncation errors for Y = 0.25 have
been calculated for various step sizes and are reported 
in Table I. Keeping the truncation error low will 
increase the accuracy of the solution and from Table I 
it appears that any of the four values of step sizes 
will give low truncation error values.
The fourth order MH method uses the same predictor- 
equation as does the Milne method, which is then corrected. 
Now, instead ofiterating the corrector equation to 
convergence Hamming (11) suggested an alternate way to 
save iteration time. According to him, a study of 
truncation error indicated that most of the error in the 
predicted and corrected values can be eliminated by the 
use of the modified predictor and corrector equation.
The equations for the fourth order MH method used for 
calculation for the solution of equation 3 are shown 
below in the order in which they are used. In the 
following equations i + 1 represents the point at
10.
Table I : Truncation Error 
of Step Size 6t
as a Function
Step Size Truncation Error












which the values are to be calculated and i, i-1, i-2, 
i-3# the previous points at which the values are 
assumed to be known.
Predictor :
P(Y^+ )^ = Predicted value of Y at point i-1 
= P(Yi-3) + (2Y[ - Y^_1 + 2Y!_2) (4 kt/3)
... (12)
T7here FfY.^) is the final value of the differential 
equation at the point i-3.
Modifier :
M(Yi+i) =s Modified value of Y at point i+1 
= P(Yi+1) - (P CYi) - C(Yi) ) (112/121)
... (13)
Differential Equation:
M00.1> = M(Y.+1) ) ...(14)
Corrector :
C (Y^  + 1) = Corrected value of Y at point i+1
= (1/8) ( (9Yi - Yi-2 + 3At; (M(Y£+1) +
2Y\ - Y\ ) ) ... (15)
i i-I
Final value :
F(Y. ,) = Final value of Y at point i+1 l+l
= C(Y±+1) + (9/121) ( ;:p (Y±+1) - C (Yi+1))
12.
Final form of Differential Equation :
(Y!+1) = U (t.+1,F(Y1+1) ) ... (16)
When the procedure involving the above equations is 
employed, the limiting value of A t for stability is 
given by
At < 0.65/ (|c>U/c>Y|) ... (17)
Substituting these values of ~C}U/c)Y obtained in
equations '.I.- and 8;
At < 0.65/ 11.31 = 0.5 ... (18)
At < 0.65/ |Q.l| = 6.5 ... (19)
Hence it is seen that for stability, the limiting step 
size should be less than 0.50.
The study of equation 16 shows that the fourth 
order MH method is not self starting as it requires a 
knowledge of the values at four previous points. If 
knowledge of the initial condition represents the value 
at the first starting point, the value of the second, 
third and fourth (i-2, i-1, i) points may be obtained 
by using the fourth order Runge Kutta method (13).
This method involved the use of
Y i+1 = Y1 + <L0 + 2L1 + 212 + L3 > (1/«>_ (20)
where the respective L values are determined by
13.
substituting the following appropriate L values in the 
above question.
Lq = At-U (ti# Y.)
L1 = At-U (t..+ ( t/2) , Y± + Lq/2) )
L2 = At* U (t± + ( t/2), Y. + Lj/2) )
L3 = At-U (t± + At, Y± + L2) ... (21)
By employing the fourth order Runge Kutta method 
for the first three points and then using the fourth 
order MH predictor-corrector method for the remaining 
points, a time-versus-change in concentration profile and 
hence a reactor concentration, profile can be obtained.
The results show that the concentration of the reactor 
exit stream due to forcing of the periodic disturbance, 
is also periodic in nature. This is true for any ampli­
tude and frequency of the forced disturbance.
Now if Y is a function of time, or as a matter of
choice of any other variable which is a periodic function
of t, with period 2M, then the finite Fourier series
based on 2M equidistant sample points, 0, 1, 2,..... .
(2M-2) , (2M-1) is given by
_ M-1__
Y(t) = (Aq/2) + Ak • Cos (TTKt/M) +
Kr* X
M-l _  _
(•*£ Bk • Sin ( U Kt/M)) + (Aj^ /2) Cos< Ttt) ... (22)
14.
_  .2M-1
Where AK = (1/M) Z_ Y(t) Cos (TTKt/M)
t=0
And 2M-1
"iv = (1/M) £  Y(t) Sin (1T Kt/M)
K t=0 ... (23)
The coefficient Aq/2 is zero for a periodic func­
tion which is symmetrical about the t axis; for any
nonsymmetrical function it represents the mean value of 
the function over the period. It is given by 
_  2M-1
A /2 = (1/2M) £  Y(t) ... (24)
t=0
For 2M+1 points which represents an odd number of 
equidistant points
_ 2M
A/2 = (1/ (2M + 1) ) £  Y(t) ... (24a)
° t=0
In the present work since the objective is to 
determine the performance of the reactor over an 
extended period of time, all that is required is the 
average value of the function Y given by Aq/2.
Series of average values of Y given by AQ/2 are 
found for a number of consecutive periods and the mean 
of this average value is used to evaluate the reactor 
performance. It should he noted here that before starting 
to calculate AQ/2 , the system is allowed to reach a 
state where the negative exponential effect of time on 
the reactor exit concentration has died out.
15.
The average value of Y, then, for a particular 
system is given by
.P _
Y Z. (AQ/2) / P ... (25)
av Period « 1
Where P is the number of periods over which (Aq/2)
is averaged out and
A  =  A  + Y ... (25a)
av s av
This value of Aav is then substituted in Equation 32 
for calculation of reactor performance when a pariodic 
disturbance is forced on the inlet reactant concentration. 
For periodic disturbances of feed flow rate and simultane­
ous feed flow rate and concentration type, an additional
profile of time versus QA =Q (A + Y) is obtained. Sinces
it is found that QA is also periodic in nature, a proce­
dure for averaging QA similar to that for averaging Y is 
employed. This QA is then substituted in Equation 7 for 
the evaluation of the reactor performance.
Selection of the Step Size
The choice of the step size involves consideration 
of numerical stability, truncation error and the roundoff 
error. Truncation error and numerical stability have 
already been discussed under "Selection of the Method" 
and needs no further elaboration here.
16.
The roundoff error was kept at a minimum level 
by running the solution on the computer in double 
precision arithmetic. Also it was found that running 
the problem in single precision arithmetic gave identical 
results to that in double precision arithmetic up to 
five significant digits of Y for all the step sizes 
considered.
On the basis of this study involving these three errors 
in the solution of the differential equation for the cal­
culation of various Y values one can conclude that keeping 
the step size under 0.5 will ensure the accuracy of the 
solution.
However because of the nature of the periodic 
disturbances and the manner in which the average value 
of Y per cycle ( AQ/2 ) is calculated, it is imperative 
that the value of At shall be as low as possible. This 
can be easily seen by referring to Table II where are 
tabulated the values of time and the reactor concentra­
tion at the beginning of each period, the total time 
per period, and the average concentration change per period 
as a function of step size. It will be seen that with 
increasing A.t, the total time per period for a given 
At varies widely, which results in wide variation of 
average values of Y. Table III shows the percentage error 
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TABLE III : Comparison of Yav in Table II
A.t (Ya v } “ (Yav}£ t =  0.1av x 100






different step size At with reference to At =0.1,
As the average value of Y is obtained by summation 
of individual Y values, lowering the step size A t, 
will increase the number of intervals in any given 
cycle. This will result in a higher number of Y values 
to be summed up per cycle leading to higher roundoff 
errors. Table IV shows the Yav obtained for different 
step sizes using double and single precision arithmetic. 
From this Table IV it is seen that the effect of roundoff 
error even for the smallest step size condisered is 
only 0.018 percent, which is quite insignificant.
Coupling of the above effects as shown in Tables 
IDX and IV, with the availability of computer time, it 
appears that the optimum step size to use is 0.1 for 
the parameters involved and accordingly computer calcu­
lations were carried out using At = 0.1 as a step
size.
The computer programs for the calculation of 
average exit concentration due to the forcing of step 
disturbances on concentration, feed flow rate and both 
the concentration and the feed flow rate are shown in 
the Appendix. Also shown in the Appendix is a complete 
printout of a time versus concentration change profile 
for step concentration disturbance.
TA^LK t v  : Comparison of Y from Doubleav
and Single Precision Arithmetic
At „ YS? Yav Yav - yavdouble single   x 100
precision precision Y
0.4 -0.02770449 -0.02770394 0.0020
0.2 -0.02514892 -0.02514795 0.0039
o • H -0.02496600 -0.02496418 0.0073
0.05 -0.02493510 -0.02493069 0.0180
CHAPTER 3
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DISTURBANCES IN REACTOR FEED CONCENTRATION
The various types of concentration upsets considered 
are sine, ramp and step disturbances. These are dia­
grammed in Figure 1. All the disturbances are symmetrical 
about a mean value which corresponds to the steady sta te 
concentration so that over a given period, the net input 
of the reactant remains constant and averages out to steady 
state operation.
Consider a second order irreversible reaction of 
the type
2A -> Products 
taking place in a single, isothermal CSTR, with such 
disturbances applied on the inlet reactant concentration.
Let Aq be the inlet reactant concentration at any time t, 
and A can be the concentration of the reactant in the 
reactor, which is the same as the exit concentration for 
an ideal CSTR. By material balance, accumulation of A 
in the reactor equals the net rate of flow of A in, less 
the rate at which A is converted to products, as formulated 
by
2
V(dA/dt) = Q (Aq - A) - kVA ... (26)
Here, V is the volume of the reactor, Q is the volu­
metric flow rate and k is the specific reaction rate con­
stant. If Ag represents the steady state exit concentration
so





lc: Step Id: Step
If: Full Steple: Step
lg: Ramp
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of reactant A, and Q denotes the steady state flow
rate,then at the stead/ state, equation 26 reduces to
2
V(dA /dt) = Q (A - A ) - kVAe = 0  => s os s s
If we now let Y represent any deviation in the 
exit concentration from Ag, then, by definition
A = As + Y ... (28)
By subtracting equation 27 from equation 26 and elimi­
nating A with the help of equation 28, there is obtained
2
dY/dt + ( (Q/V) + 2kA ) Y + kYs s
(Qs/V) (Aq - Aos) ... (29)
where Q_ is the constant flow rate of the steady state, s
Now, Aq itself is a function of time and can be rewritten 
as
Aq = Aos + F(t) ... (30)
where F(t) depends on the type of disturbance being
forced. Models of these disturbances are listed in
Table V. Substitution of F(t) inequation 29 finally
results in
(dY/dt + Q/V + 2kA )Y _ + kY2 »s
(Q/V) F^ (t) ... (31)
Differential equation 31 is nonlinear and nonhomogeneous. 
It is solved numerically on a digital computer using the 
fourth order Milne-Hamming predictor-corrector method 
(10, 11, 12) to give ( Q A ) t h e  time average flow rate
3 V
of reactant A out of the reactor. For the numerical
25.
calculations, the values of the parameters used were 
V=100; Qs = 10; k = 1.2 and Aqs = 1.0. Substituting 
these values in equation 27 results in
10 (1—A ) - 1.2 x 100 A2 = 0s s
2
12 A + A - 1 = 0
o S
A = “1 + sjl+48
s 24
= + 0.25 or -0.333
Neglecting the negative value, which is physically 
meaningless,
A = 0.25s
The steady state rate of production may be measured 
by the change in concentration of A. By material balance,
this is QA - QA . A net change in the production rate os s
attributable to a disturbance can conveniently be repre­
sented by the change in the output rate of reagent A,
which is given by ( Q A ) - (QA) . If this difference isav s
negative in value, more A has been converted and thepro­
duction rate has been improved. Conversely, a positive 
value of the difference indicates deterioration of the 
productivity of the reactor. Of greater significance to 
the designer is the effect of the periodic disturbance 
relative to the steady state performance of the reactor.
This can be formulated into a figure of merit, symbolized by
26.
TABLE V : F(t) For Disturbances 
Shown in Figure 1.
Refer Periodic 
To Fi- Disturb-
gure ance F(t) Z1 Z2
la Sine a Sin at - -
lb Ramp a(t - mT) / (T/4) 0 1/4
a(t - (m+^ s) T ) / (T/4) 1/4 1/2
-a( (m+Jg) T - t) / (T/4) 1/2 3/4
-a( (m+1) T - t) / (T/4) 3/4 1








le Step +a 0 1/4
0 1/4 3/4
-a 3/4 1
If Step +a 0 1/2
-a 1/2 1
ig Ramp a(t-mT) / (T/2) 0 1/2
a( (m+1) T - t) / (T/2) 1/2 1
27.
k  = ( ( (QA) av _ (qa) s ) /
( (QAo)s “ (QA)S ) ) X  100 ... (32)
A negative value of the figure of merit, k , 
indicates improved productivity of the reactor relative 
to the steady state performance. Figures of merit have 
been calculated for a range of frequencies and amplitudes, 
not all of which are necessarily practicable, for the 
different types of disturbances. The results are plotted 
in Figure 2. All the results plotted in Figure 2 and in 
the subsequent figures have been tabulated separately and 
are listed in Appendix A.
The periodic disturbance of the feed concnetration, 
of whatever form, leads to definite improvement in the 
reactor performance. An examination of the results indicates, 
however, that the relative improvements vary with both 
frequency and amplitude of a given form of disturbance.
This variation is best generalized by noting that the 
relative improvement in performance is proportional to the 
absolute area included under the cover of the concentration 
disturbance,
T/2
F (t) dt ... (33)
0
where m is the integral number of cycles in time t, or 
m a t/T as long as t is an integral multiple of T. For 
a given amplitude, a, and frequency, these areas are at 
for the step disturbance, 0.63...at for the sinusoidal 
disturbance and %at for the ramp disturbance. Thus it























is expected that the change in performance will be maxi­
mized by the step disturbance and least for a ramp 
disturbance. This is confirmed by the results summarized 
in Table VI.
The step disturbances modelled in Figures lb,
Id and le, with the same amplitude and frequency, have 
exactly the same areas, yet the relative change in perfor­
mance, k , is different for each of them. This difference 
can be qualitatively correlated with the number of times 
in a cycle the slope of the disturbance curve undergoes 
a change, as shown in Table VII. The results clearly 
indicate the trend toward decreasing values ofA as the 
number of slope changes increases. For a given included 
area under the curve, it would be expected that a 
sinusoidal disturbance, with constantly changing slope would 
be a preferred form of feed concentration disturbance.
Given the same amplitude and frequency, however, in a 
sinusoidal and a step disturbance, the former includes 
only about 0.63 times the area of the step disturbance.
This areal difference outweighs the effect of continuous 
slope change enjoyed by the sine disturbance. To include 
the same included area with a sinusoidal disturbance as 
with a step necessitates operating at a higher amplitude 
for the former. If such an amplitude is indeed achievable, 
in practice it would be better processing strategy to force 
the step disturbance to take advantage of the improved 
performance which the step would provide.
TABLE VI: Effect of Area Under the Disturbance
Curve on Reactor Performance.
Ref ex* to Amplitude
Figure Form Area A a
If Step at .89 .5
la Sine 0.63 at .51 .5
lb Ramp 0.50 at .33 .5
31.
TABLE VII: Effect of Slope Changes 
on Reactor Performance
Disturbance Slope Changes







STEP DISTURBANCE ON CONCENTRATION 
AND PLOW RATE ____
Frequency Effects in Step 
Disturbances of Concentration
Because the step disturbance of feed concentration 
appears to provide the best operating str±egy, a detailed 
study was made of the effect of step frequency the results 
of which are presented in Figure 3. For all cases, the 
figure of merit, A., is a negative quantity, and for a 
given amplitude of the disturbance, decreases with increa­
sing frequency. At lower frequencies, the system approaches 
zero frequency effect conditions. However, at higher 
frequencies, the system cannot respond to infinitely fast 
switching and it tends to operate closer to a steady state 
condition of concentration which is the mean of the upper 
and lower bounds of the disturbance and which, for a 
symmetrical disturbance corresponds to the original steady 
state inlet concentration. This is more readily explained 
by reference to Figure 4 which represents the steady state 
response curve for various inlet concentrations. This response 
surface is the locus of points obtained by solving for As 
in equation 27 for various values of inlet feed concen­
tration. This means that any point on the surface represents 
a reactor exit concentration for a corresponding inlet feed 
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example, consider an exaggerated disturbance of amplitude 
0.7, symmetrically imposed on a steady state inlet con­
centration of 1.0. This results in an inlet feed concentra­
tion of 0.3 for one half of the disturbance cycle and 1.7 
for the other half of the cycle. For zero frequency effect, 
the exit concentration can be approximated by operation under 
steady state for two different inlet concentrations of 0.3 
and 1.7; the final exit concentration is then given by the 
mid-point of the chord joining these two points. For very high 
frequency the disturbances are too fast for the system to 
respond and the system behaves as if it were operating at an 
inlet feed concentration value 1.0 which is the mean of 0.3 and 
1.7. This mean value is nothing but the steady state opera­
tion value of the inlet feed concentration and hence the 
exit concentration is a point on the steady state response 
curve for a mean inlet, concentration of 1.0. Between these 
two points is the locus for the exit concentrations for other, 
intermediate frequencies obtained by solving for Y in 
equation 31 for step concentration disturbance of amplitude 
0.7. It can also be appreciated that if the steady state 
response curvature had been opposite to that shown in 
Figure 4, there would have been experienced a deterioration 
in performance rather than an improvement.
Figure 5 provides a comparison between the performance 
of step and sine concentration disturbances for an otherwise 
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36.
FIGURE 5: Performance Improvement of Full Step 























the percentage improvement in performance brought about 
by the step disturbance is in the range of 170 to 185 
percent of the improvement due to a sinusoidal distur­
bance, a significant improvement.
Step Disturbances in Feed Flow Rate
For the same reactor system, if a step disturbance 
is forced on the inlet flow rate, it may be modelled by 
the equation
Q = Qs + F (t) ... (34)
where the flow disturbance F^ (t) has an amplitude
b, and (t) and b have the same significance as F^ (t)
and in Table V, except that they apply to flow rate 
instead of concentration. The material balance for such 
a system gives
2
V (dA/dt) = ( Qs + (t) ) * (Aos - A) -kVA
... (35)
subtracting equation 27 from equation 35 results in
V (dY/dt) = - < <QS + Fx(t) )A)
• + QsA s - kV (A - As) (A + As) ... (36)
Substituting equation 28 into 36 and rearranging leads to
dY/dt « Fx(t) (Aqs - As) / V
- ( ( (C> + F (t) )/ V ) + 2kA )Y - kY2
3 1  S ... (37)
For a sinusoidal flow disturbance it was shown by Douglas 
(1) that the resulting effect would be opposite to that 
obtained by concentration disturbances. The data plotted
in Figure 6, resulting from the numerical solution of 
differential equation 37 shows that A  is positive, 
indicating that flow disturbances result in deterioration 
of reactor performance in the present case of a second 
order reaction. Step disturbances of the feed flow 
rate produce greater deterioration in performance than 































SIMULTANEOUS STEP DISTURBANCES IN FEED
_______CONCENTRATION AND FLOW RATE
The effect on reactor performance due to coupled 
disturbances in feed composition and flow rate was 
investigated. In addition to the amplitude and frequency 
variables in both kinds of disturbances, it is necessary 
to consider the phase lag between the two disturbances.
If the flow rate disturbance given in equation 34 lags 
behind the concentration disturbance of equation 5 by an 
angle ;zf, then substitution of equations 23 and 30 in 
equation 26 and subtraction of equation 27 from this 
results in
V(dY/dt) = Q (Aos + Fx(t) - As - y) - Qs
(Aos - As) - kV(A - As) (A + As) ... (38)
Rearranging equation 38 leads to
V dY/dt = (Q - Qs) (Aos - As) + Q (F(t)-Y) -
kVY (2AS + Y) ... (39)
and finally substitution of 34 for Q produces
V dY/dt = F-Jt) (Aqs - As) + '
(Q + F (t) ) (F (t) - Y) - kVY(2A + Y)
1 3 ... (40)
The difference in performance resulting from the 
forcing of step and sine wave types of disturbances 
follow the patterns previously described for the indi­
vidual variations. The absolute value of is higher
for the step disturbance, indicating the greater effec-
tiveness of the latter
41
The application of equation 32 for the cal­
culation of A  would be quite misleading in studying the 
performance of the reactors with combined disturbances 
since the amount of reactant A fed into the reactor for 
disturbances of the same frequency depends on the phase 
lag fS and can differ from the steady state value of 
Qg Aqs. For example, for simultaneous sine wave distur­
bances, the average amount of reactant A into the reactor 
is
T
(QAq) = ( ) (AQs + a Sin^ot)
T
(Q + b Sin (6Jt-jzO)dt, ) / (] dt) ... (41)
S 0
Noting that sine and cosine are orthogonal and periodic
in nature, equation 41 reduces to
(QA_) = Q A + h ab Cos f6 ... (42)o s os
For simultaneous step disturbances, euqation 41 can
be rewritten as follows 
< T
(QAq) = ( j (Aos + F(t) )
,T(Q_ + F (t) ) dt ) / ( ( dt ) ... (43)s i  Jq
which, after some manipulation reduces to
(QA ) = q  A + ab G Orf) ... (44)o' os
42.
where, if f6 is in radians
G(*0 = (-40 / 2TT) + 1; (0<^ <Ti)
and G(jzO = ( 40 / 2 TT) - 3; 2Tl)
... (45)
The function, G(j^ ) is shown in Figure 7.
The amount of reactant A fed into the reactor is 
thus higher than, equal to or lower than the steady state 
value, Qs Aqs, depending on the value of phas angle 0. 
Values of (QA)av " (QA) s are shown in Figure 8 as a 
function of different amplitudes and frequencies of the 
oscillatory disturbances.
The question arises: what would happen if the process
were to run at a new equivalent steady state condition,
with the new reactant feed concentration given by
A 'rt<= = (QA,* + (ab/2) Cos 14) / Qos s os s (46)
for sinusoidal disturbances and
A*Qs = (QsAos + ab G W> ) /Qs ••• <47>
for step disturbances. Equations 44 and 45 show that
the reactant feed concentration does not vary from the old
o 0steady state value for phase angles of 90 and 270 and 
has a maximum deviation for 0° and 180°. Table VIII 
demonstrates that for a phase angle of 0°, which represents 
the highest inlet concentration, the new equivalent steady 





FIGURE 7 : Function G(jrf) for Simultaneous Full Step 
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periodic operation. For a phase lag of 180 , although
periodic operation appears to give performance which
is superior to that produced by the new equivalent steady
state value, it still operates at a disadvantage when
compared to the old steady state. Since either the feed
rate or the product capacity of the reactor is pretty
well fixed, the best operating strategy would be to run
as close as possible to phase lag of 90° or 270° .
However, Figure 8 shows that (QA) av - (QA) is positive,
indicating deteriorating reactor performance. This leaves
the region around the 270° phase lag, for which (QA)
(QA) is negative. For the step disturbance, a comparison 
s
of for the 270 phase lag shows that somewhat better 
performance results when a disturbance is forced only on 
the concentration. These considerations indicate a 
useful strategy which might be followed in operating a 
reactor where the feed concentration alone cannot be 
changed periodically without disturbing the steady state 
flow, thus involving in addition the forcing of the 
flow disturbance.
CHAPTER 6 47
THE INFLUENCE OF KINETIC PARAMETERS
The effect of the residence time, X , on A for periodic 
step disturbances was briefly investigated for the irrever­
sible second order reaction. The results are plotted in 
Figure 9. In essence, at a given amplitude and frequency 
of the periodic disturbance, A increases with decreasing 
residence time. This corresponds to a closer approach to the 
zero-frequency case which produces the greatest effect on , 
as we have already noted. The effect is a considerable one.
For example, for a frequency of 0.1 radians per hour, and 
concentration amplitude varying between 0.1 to 0.9, at X of 
10 hours, A varies from -0.05% to -4.75%. With the same 
disturbance parameters, at X of 1.0 hour, A ranged from 0.2% 
to 20.5%, greater than a fourfold increase in effectiveness.
The effect of a periodic disturbance depends essentially 
on the non-linearity &f the kinetic system. For a first order 
system, which is linear, disturbances symmetrical about a 
mean steady state have no net effect on the system productivity, 
and A is invariably zero-valued. As the reaction order 
increases, for a given disturbance, the change in performance 
is amplified. For example, Figure 10 shows |A| for a third 
order reaction to be higher than for a second order reaction 
with a corresponding disturbance. As the order of reaction 
falls below first, the sign of A. for a particular kind of 
disturbance changes. Thus, for a half order reaction, we 
should find Ac 0 for cyclic flow disturbances, and A> 0 










FIGURE 9 : Effect of Full Step Concentration























































cyclic feed flow disturbances without changing the feed 
concentration.
A very brief study was made of the effect of temperature
disturbance on the reactor system. Since the rate constant
is an exponential function of the temperature, a very slight
change in temperature should result in a substantial change
in rate constant. It is assumed that the two are related
by the equation
k = Eq exp ( - / Rx Temp) .... (47a)
14where E0 is 1.08713 x 10 cu. ft. / lb. mole - hr and 
E-£ is 44700 B.T.U. / lb. mole and R is the Uhiversal 
constant equal to 1.987 B.T.U. per lb. mole - °R.
Substitution of the above constants and the temperature
of 700°R in equation 47a results in value of k equal to
1.2, which is the same as the one used all along in this
work. Amplitude variation of ten percent in temperature
from the steady state value of 700 °R leads to
k = 0.376 for 630 °R
and k = 22.285 for 770 °R
When substituted in equation 27, these result in steady
state value of A, as noted by As, of 0.7745 and 0.06478
respectively.
For zero frequency effect due to the full step disturbance, 
the exit concentration can be approximated by equal steady 
state operation for k = 0.376 and 22.285, and is given by
Ag of 0.41964 which is the average of the above two values
51.
of Ag and indicates a deterioration in performance. For 
very high frequency, the system should behave as if it 
were operating at a temperature of 700°R and k = 1.2, 
because the disturbances are too fast for the system to 
respond and should approach a value of A equal to 0.25.
Actual calculations confirm the zero frequency; effect, 
but at high frequency it was found that approaches
a V
zero at about a frequency of 0.4 and then undergoes a reversal 
in sign and approaches a value of about minus 0.09. Before 
any conclusions can be made about this contradicting behaviour 
at high frequency, it is suggested that a detail separate study 
be made of the temperature effects.
CHAPTER 7
52
SERIES REACTORS AND THE INLET 
CONCENTRATION DISTURBANCE
The results outlined in the previous chapters show 
that the forcing of a periodic disturbance on the feed 
concentration results in the improvement of the reactor 
performance and also that reactor exit concentration 
stream concentration is periodic in nature. Based on this, 
the concept of forcing periodic step disturbances on the 
feed concentration has been extended to a series of 
backmix reactors.
Consider a second order irreversible reaction of 
the type
taking place in a series of N isothermal CSTR of volumes
terms refer to the streams coming out of the reactor
A » A_ , ....A represent the steady state exit concentration 
Is 2s Ns
of reactant A from the reactor number 1, 2, .... N respectively 
and Yp Y2 • • • the deviation in the exit concentration 
from Als, A2s# ...ANs respectively.
2A -► products
Let the subscripts 1, 2, 3 N in the concentration
number 1, 2, 3 N respectively. Then by definition
53.
Based on this notation, equation 28 can be rewritten
as :
A^ = for reactor number 1
= f°r reactor number 2
Z  £> S Z
Ajj = A + y  for reactor number 3
Since the exit stream for reactor number
1( 2, 3, ... N-l ) is fed in toto into the reactor 
number 2 ( 3, 4, ... N ), the concentration of the 
stream entering any reactor is same as the concentration 
of the stream leaving the previous reactor, equation 30 
too can be rewritten as :
Ao - Aos
+ F(t) ... (49a)it
A1 = Als + Y1 ___ (49b)
A2 = A2s + y2 ... (49c)
S^r-l ~ A (N-1) s  + V l
By material balance on the reactant A around reactor 






V1 (dA^/dt) = Q (Aq + A1) -  kV.^2
V1 (dA2s/ d t > = Qs (Ros -  Al s ) -  fcV l s ^  = 0
2
dY./dt + ( (Q /V.) + 2kA, ) y + kY_ • =1 s X Is 1 l
(Qs/Vl> (Ro - aos)
2
dY^/dt + ( (Q/Vj) + 2JcAis ) Y + kY^ - =
(Q/V^ F(t)
Similarly for reactor number 2, the equations are : 
V2 (dA2/dt) = Q (Ax - Az) - kV2A22
V2 (<3A2s/dt) = Qs (»! - A2s) - kV2A2 % = 0
2
dY2/dt + ( (Qs/V2) + 2kA2g ) Y2 + kY2 =
<Qs/V2) ( A . - A J
(dY2/dt) + ( (Q/V.) + 2kA ) Y + kY =
(Q/V2) Y l
The same procedure can be repeated for any number of 
reactors. For the Nth reactor the final differential 
equation is given by
2












These differentials have been solved by the method previously 
used on the digital computer and the results are plotted in 
Figure 11 . As may be expected , the figure of merit,
decreases with increasing number of reactors. This arises 
because the reactor exit stream, even though periodic in 
nature will be of relatively lower amplitude compared 
to the inlet periodic concentration disturbance because 
of the damping effect resulting from the holding time of 
the reactor. This in turn will affect the figure of merit,
A. , because A itself is a function of amplitude.
Also since a plug flow reactor system can be approxi­
mated by an infinite number of backmix reactors in series, 
the results can be expected in the limit to predict the 











FIGURE 11: Effect of Full Step Concentration












A = reactant concentration
a = amplitude of oscillations of feed
composition disturbances.
b = amplitude of oscillations of flow
rate disturbances.
G = functional variattion of phase lag of
simultaneous disturbances.
k = specific rate constant.
N « number of reactors
Q = volumetric flow rate
T = period of oscillation
t = real time
V = reactor volume
Y = deviation from steady state reactor
composition of reactant A.
Z = fraction of period of oscillation.
Greek Letters
A a percentage change in production relative
to the steady state.
^ = residence time in the reactor.
jzf = phase angle or lag between disturbances
in feed composition and flow rate.
10 = frequency of the disturbance
Superscripts and Subscripts
av = average value
o = feed condition
s = steady state condition
' = equivalent steady state operation
1,2^ = number of the reactor.
APPENDIX A
Tabulation of Results, Obtained Through 
Computer, Which are Used for Plotting 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED IN THE SOLUTION 




Computer program for Simulation of Periodic Tank Reactor
under Forced Concentration Disturbance Conditions.
SYMBOL DEFINITION
LW Number of frequencies for which computation
is performed.
L Number of amplitudes for which computation is
performed.
TIME 1 Initial time at which the disturbance is forced.
DELTT 1 Initial step size.
DELTPR Interval at which the results are printed.
FREQ Frequency of the disturbance.
AMP Amplitude of the disturbance.
Q Inlet Volumetric flow rate.
V Volume of the reactor.
AS Steady state, reactant A exit concentration.
RK Specific rate constant.
Ql Reciprocal of residence time.
QlA, Q2 Dummy Variables.
DELTT Additional step size for which the computations
can be repeated.
Yl Change in reactant A exit concentration from
the steady state value.
YID Difference between YI values at time t and
time t plus delta t.
TIME Total Time at a particular instance since the
initial forcing of the disturbance.
TPR Time at which the results are printed.





















Summation of YI values calculated by the 
Runge-Kutta method.
L values in the Runge-Kutta equation 
Concentration change of A as represented 
by YI plus some value of L in the 
Runge-Kutta equation.
Step function of concentration disturbance.
First three final YI values as calculated by 
the Runge-Kutta method.
First three final values of the differential 
equation (Equation 30) as calculated by 
Runge-Kutta method.
Final value of the differential equation 
(Equation 30) at the points i-2, i-1 and i 
respectively as calculated by the Milne- 
Hamming method.
Final values of YI at the points i-2, i-1 
and i respectively as calculated by Milne- 
Hamming method.
Predicted and corrected values respectively 
of YI at the point i.
Number of steps representing negative values 
of YI in a cycle.
Number of steps representing positive values 
of YI in a cycle.
Summation of the positive values of YI in 
a cycle.
Summation of the negative values of YI in 
a cycle.
Predicted modified and corrected values 
respectively of YI at the point i + 1.
Time for completion of one cycle of the 
disturbance.







Value of the differential equation (Equation 30) 
based on the modified and the final values of YI 
at the point i + 1.
Final value of YI at the point i + 1.
Average value of exit concentration change of 
reactant A per cycle.
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2 5 o . 100 0 .  10944L) oo 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 0 00
2 5 8 . 1 0 0 0 . 107&9i; 00 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 0 00
2 6 u .  100 0 . I 0 " 3 l 0 00 0 . 9 0 0 0 9 0 00
2 6 2 .  100 0 . 1 0 * 4 * U oo' 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 0 oo
2 6 4 . 1 0 0 0 . 1 0 * 4 * 0 oo * 0 . 9 0 0 0 * 0 0 *
2 6 o . 100 0 . 1 0 * 4 * 0 00 0 . 9 0 0 0 * 0 uo
2 6 b • 10 0 0 . 1 0 * 4 * 0 oo 0 . 9 0 * 0 * 0 oo
2 7 0 . 1 0 0 0 . 1 0 * 4 * 0 oo 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 0 00
2 7 * . 1 0 0 n . 1 0 * 4 2 0 oo 0 . 9 0 0 0 * 0 oo
2 7 4 . 1 0 0 0 . 1 0 * 4 2 0 00 0 . 9 0 * 0 * 0 oo
2 7 o . 100 0 . 1 0 * 4 2 0 oo 0 . 9 0 0 0 * D 0 *
2 7 b . 100 0 . 1 0 * 4 2 0 00 0 . 9 0 0 0 * 0 00
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0 . 3 1 7 2 3 5 0  02 




2 9 0 . 1 0 0
2 9 2 . 1 0 0
2 9 4 . 1 0 0
290.100 
2 9 b . 100
3 0 0 . 1 0 0  
3 0 *. 100 
3 0 4 .  100 
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3 0 b . 100
3 1 0 . 1 0 0
3 1 2 . 1 0 0  
3 1 4 .  100
3 1 6 . 100  
3U.100
3 2 0 . 1 0 0
- 0 . 3 8 7 3 1 0 - 0 1  
- 0 . U B 1 4 U  00  
■ 0 . 1 5 1 6 4 0  00  
- 0 . 1 6 * 5 3 0  00  
- 0 . 1 7 7 0 3 0  00  
- 0 . 1 8 3 1 9 0  00  
- " . 1 0 6 3 9 0  00  
- 0 . 1 8 9 2 9 0  00  
- 0 , 1 8 9 4 6 0  0 0 . 
- 0 . 1 9 ' ' 1 0 0  00  
- 0 , 1 9 /->6l0 00  
- 0 . 1.9*890 00  
- 0 , I 9 1 0 5 u  00  
- 0 . 1 9 1 1 5 0  00  
- 0 . 1 9 1 2 2 0  00  
- 0 .19*1260  00  
0 . 4 0 ° 1 9 0 - 0 1  
0 . 9 7 7 6 1 0 - 0 1  
0 . 1 0 6 8 4 0  00
-O.oOOOOO 00  
- 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 D  00 
- 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 0  00 
- 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 0  00 
- 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 0  00 
-0.900000 00 
- 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 0  uO 
-O.OOOOOD oo 
-0.900000 00 
- 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 0  oo 
-0.900000 oo 
-O.OOOOOD 00 
- 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 0  00 
- 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 0  00 
- 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 0  00 
-O.OOOOOD 00 





3? . 190 M O  ’ 1 'Mi 00 O.-'O^OOO Oft
3 2 4. 100 r>. 1 U"3'Vo 00 0. -0r‘OO0 QO
.3 7 u • 1M0 o. \ 0 4 2 0.00 O.OOOOOO Oft
_'?b . 100 0. 10n*?ij‘oo O.OOOOOD 00
3 30.100 0. ].0"42D oo O.OOOOOO 00
332.100 0.10°*20 00 0.°00000 00
3 3/f. 100 ft.l0(’*20 00 0.90 (000 00
33o.100 ft.  IU042 0- 00 0.9QOOOO 00
330.100 0.109*20 00 o.nooono uo
3*0.100 0. l0n*2l) 00 0.900000 00
3*2.100 0.109*20 oo O.oOOOOO on
3*4.100 0.109*20 oo O.oOOOOO 00
3*6.100 0,300*50-01 -0,900000 00
3*6.400 -0.1032*0-03 AVERAGE C°HC£NTRAT10(4
CHANGE^ - 0 . 3 5 5 6 5 9 0 - 0 1
• N " .  uP -VP PTS. s 3 0 9 . 0  AND ITS TUTAL = 0 . 3 1 7 2 3 5 0  02
wn.  UP +VP PTS. a 3 ^ n . 0  Ann ITS TUTAL *  - 0 . 5 4 0 5 8 8 D  02
3 * b .  100 - 0 . 9 5 1 3 3 0 - 0 1 -o.^ooqou 00
3 5 0 . 1 0 0 - O . T 4 U O U 00 -O.OQOuOO 00
3 5 2 . 1 0 0 - 0 . 1 6 9 0 0 0 00 -O.ooOOOD 00
3 5 4 . 1 0 0 - 0 . 1 7 ^ 7 2 0 00 -O.ooOOOD 00
3 * 6 • 1 0 0 - 0 , 1 6 1 3 0 0 00 -O.OOOOOD 00
3 5 b . 100 - 0 .  1.B529U oo - 0 . ^ 0 0 0 7 0 00
3 * 0 .  100 . - 0 . 1 0 7 6 4 0 00 -O.oOOOOO uO
3 6 2 . 1 0 0 - n , l b n060 00 - 0.'■>00000 0 o
3 * 4 . 1 0 0 - 0 . 1 8 9 9 3 0 oo -O.^OOoOU 00
3 6 6 .  100 - 0 . 1 9 9 4 6 0 oo -O.noQuOD 00
3r>b. 100 - 0 . 1 9 9 7 9 U 00 -O.OOOOOO 00
3 7 0 . 1 0 0 - 0 . 1 9 0 9 9 0 00 -O.OOOOOO 00
3 7 2 . 1 0 0 - 0 . 1 9 1 1 2 0 00 -O.OOOOOO 00
3 7 4 . 1 0 0 - 0 . 1 9 1 2 0 0 oo - 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
3 7 6 . 1 0 0 - 0 . 1 9 1 2 * 0 oo - o . o o n o Ao oo
3 7 b . 100 - 0 . 2 * 1 7 2 0 - 0 1 O.OOOOOD 00
3Bu. 100 0 . 6 5 7 8 9 0 - 0 1 O.OOOOOO OO
3 0 2 . 1 0 0 0 , 1 0  502 0 00 • O.OOOOOO on
3 0 4 . 1 0 0 0 . 1 0 7 9 2 0 00 O.OOOOOO 00
3 3 o . 100 0 . 1 0 5 3 5 D 00 0 , 9 0 0 0 0 0 00
3 0 6 . 1 0 0 0 . 1 0 9 * 1 0 00 . 0 .9O0O00 00
3 9 0 . 1 0 0 0 . 1 0 * * 2 0 00 0 , ^ 0 0 0 0 0 00
3 9 2 . 1 0 0 0 .1 .08420 00 0 , 9 0 0 0 0 0 00
3 9 4 . 1 0 0 0 . 1 0 9 4 2 0 oo 0 , 6 0 0 0 0 0 00
3 9 6 . 1 0 0 0 . 1 0 9 4 2 0 00 0 , 9 0 0 0 0 0 oo
3 9 0 . 1 0 0  . 0 . 1 0 n* 2 0 00 O.OOOOOD 00
4 0 0 . 1 0 0 0 . 1 0 8 * 2 0 00 O.OOOOOD 00
* 0 2 . 1 0 0 0 . 1 0 8 * 2 0 00 0 . 9 0 0 0 0 0 00
* 0 4 . 1 0 0 0 . 1 0 8 * 2 0 oo 0 , 9 0 0 0 0 0 00
94.
' i"t . ' .Loo n . i i r ' 4 2 o  u°  O.^oouou oO
' f f ' c . l o u  ■' P, ; lOrt42D 00 O.oOOOOO uo
V H . 3 0 U  - 0 , 1 0 ^ 2 6 0 - 0 3  AVERAGE CPNCEMTRATIOl l
CHANGE» -0.3533690-01
II' . uF - V F  PTS.  a 3 0 ° • 0 ANP I TS  TOTAL a 0 , 3 1 8 3 1 9 0  02
Nn • L'F +VF PTS .  a 3 2 9 . 0  Amp I TS  TOTAL « - 0 . 5 A 0 5 ; j 9 D  02
9.361760-01 -O.OOOOOD 00
o.!2A9?D 00 -O.QOOuOO 00
0.15A91D 00 -0.^00000 00
0.17P29U 00 -O.oOOOOO 00
0.179E30 00 -O.OOOOOO 00
0.1H379U 00 -O.oOOOOO 00
0 , 1 0 9 7 3 0  00 - 0 . ^ 0 0 0 0 0  00
0.169510 00 -O.^OOOOQ 00
0.1U959L) 00 -0.900000 00
0.19O26D 00 -O.OOOOOO 00
0 . 19066Q 00 -O.OOOOOD 00
0.190920 00 -0.90000D 00
0.19107U 00 -0.900000 00
A H>. 100  
U2.1O0 
41 A . 1 0 0  
A l o . 100  
Al t , .  100  
4 2 i > . 100
4 2 2 . 1 0 0  
A2A.100 
A 2 o . 100
4 2 6 . 1 0 0  





Computer Program for Simulation of Periodic Tank Reactor under 
Forced Flow Rate Disturbance conditions.
SYMBOL DEFINITION
LW Number of frequencies for which computation is
performed.
L Number of amplitudes for which computation is
performed.
TIME 1 Initial time at which the disturbance is forced.
DELTT 1 Initial step size.
DELTPR Interval at which the results are printed.
FREQ Frequency of the disturbance.
AMP Amplitude of the disturbance.
Q Inlet steady state volumetric flow rate.
V Volume of the reactor.
AS Steady state reactant A exit concentration.
RK Specific rate constant.
AFS Steady state reactant A inlet concentration.
Ql, QlA, Q2 Dummy variables.
DELTT Additional step size for which the computation
can be repeated.
YI Change in reactant A exit concentration from the ■
steady state value.
YID Difference between YI values at time t and
time t plus deltfc,, t.
TIME Total time at a particular instance since the
initial forcing of the disturbance.





















Value of the concentration change at the 
point i - 3.
Summation of YI values calculated by the 
Runge Kutta method.
L values in the Runge Kutta equation.
Concentration change of A as represented by 
YI plus some value of L in the Runge-Kutta 
equation.
First three final YI values as calculated 
by the Runge-Kutta method.
First three final values of the differential 
equation (Equation 37) as calculated by the 
Runge-Kutta method.
Step function of flow rate disturbance.
Final value of the differential equation. 
(Equation 37) at the points i-2, i-1, and i 
respectively as calculated by the Milne- 
Hamming method.
Final values of YI at the points i-2, i-1, 
and i respectively as calculated by Milne- 
Hammingmethod.
Predicted and corrected values respectively 
of YI at the point.
Number of steps representing positive values 
of YI in a cycle.
Number of steps representing negative values 
of YI in a cycle.
Summation of all QUSl values corresponding to 
positive and negative YI values respectively.
Dummy variables.
Summation of all the positive values of YI. 














Predicted# modified and corrected values 
respectively of YI at the point i + 1 as 
calculated by Milne-Hamming equation.
Time for completion of one cycle of the 
disturbance.
Time for completion of integral number of 
cycles.
Value of the differential equation (Equation 37) 
based on the modified and the final values of 
YI at the point i + 1.
Final value of YI at the point i + 1.
Magnitude of the disturbance at any given 
time t.
Volumetric flow rate at any given time t.
Product of QUS and YI.
Exit molar flow rate of reactant A.
Average value of exit concentration change 
of reactant A per cycle.
QAVG Average value of QUS 1 per cycle.
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READ 2,1. W, l
READ 3,  T I " E 1 ;  D61TT1 ,DFLTPR
n P E Au 4 ,  v ,  AS.* RK
n RFAD 4 ] /  >. FREO%MW</ NV # . I t  LW <
1? READ 4 1 ,  % AMPS5N< ,  N ti I t  L < '
13 4). FHk-MAT 2 7 F 1 0 . 4  <
1'* 2 FOkmAT %2\? <
1* 3 FORMAT % 3 F 1 0 . 4  <
1'- 4 FORMAT %4F 1 0 •4 <
17 PRINT 2 , L V ,  L
in PRINT 3 j  T IMET,  DFLTTT
1* PRINT A t  0/\Jt  AS,RK
20 p n o , o
21 DO 33 j v  n T t  LW
2? W « FREQ*JW<
23 . DO 32 J ti i t  L ,
2 A AM ti AMP«J<
2*5 PRINT 4 2 1 AMP*J< ,  FRFQKJW<-
2A 420 FORMAT V-dlai* 7X,  UHAMP'LITUDE tit F 6 . 2 ,  UHFREOUENCY #
27 1 t F 6 . 2  <
23 AFS H 1 .0
2o <jl ti AM/V
30 Q1A » Q l *  % AFS -  AS <
31 Q2 ti % %0/V< G X2 »0*RK*AS < <
37 PRINT 44
37 44 FORMAT%/S) 01 Q1A . 0 2  3><
3 A UELTT if d f l t t i
35 1 Y I  ti 0 * 0
3A YI D  ti 0 , 0
37 T I i l F  ti TIME1 «•
33 TPK ti DFLTPR
30 PRINT A
AO 6 FORMAT *2 / / /  1 0X /9 HT I  ME%HRS<, 10X,  15HCnNC*M0LES/CUFT<
AT PRINT 5,  Q l ,  u l A ,  y7.
47 5 FORMAT* 3 F l 2 . 4 / / / <
43 PRINT 7,  T I M E , Y I
AA 7 FORMAT* / / 7 X ,  F 9 . 3 ,  10X,  E 1 5 .5  /7<
A 3 ’ YD ti YI
A ft YA ti YD
A7 U Y X K  ti 0 . 0
Afl DO 18 K ti I t  3
49 DO 19 N 2, 5
50 GO TO 2 1 1 ,  12, 13 , 12, 13 < , N
f UP 1f' A’« T V ^ 17 Si i l lRr. t  I'Pijr.CAP, RALHAM PROGRAM
99.
3’ 13 1 I Il T I f,t r.A  liFLTT/2.0 <
5? 1? Y v YT f, ■/ ny^H-K /?.o <
b "’ JF //ML. «< Ofj mi 19
b* Y >i Y i ny «iN-i < / 2.n <
«,«? 1 10 A If 1,0
190 U Y hjj ,^ 01 A* ARG < %KK*Y*Y< -''Q2*Y <
.57 1 - * «l*ARO*Y < < * DEI.TT
:>n YI i.i ft %l./6,0<*%OY%2<fi& 2.#^DY«3< G DY&4«< G 0Y%5«
bn YI / YJ G YID
on YR YsV < Y T
01 YA # YA G YR&K<
0? PRINT 9, TI MFj YI
6^ ARC. 11 1,0
6 A 180 nYf-NK< ft *QlA* ARG < -%RK* YR%K<*YR7K< <
6*5 1 - H Q2*YR*K< <
6 A 2 - * Ql * ARC * YK«K< <
67 Y0()1 11 DYFfcl<
on Y0l>2 # 0 W Z%2<
67 YH03 U 0YF»3<
in YD1 H YR%1<
71 YD2 11 YP./i 2<
17 Y 03 n YR%3<
n PRINT 8
7 A 80 FORMAT «//a« THE FOLLOWING VALUES CALCULATED
78 1 HAMMING EQUATION 3 <
7A TlnF 11 4,0*DELTT .
77 Y03P #YD3
?q YD3C H YD3
77 K5 . H 0
on KP H 0
01 QA1 11 0,0
97. 0A2 ft 0,0
07 YA 1 « 0,0
8 A YA2 P 0.0
S *5 P A1 11 0,0
8 A PA2 H 0,0
87 OG 31 I H 5t 20000
an 100 lO^PU YO, 6%^4./3.<*%%?.• +YDDK- Y0D2 G £2.*YD[)3«
80 1 * UELTT <
90 YD4M 11 Y04P -*112./121.< *^YD3P -YD3C<
91 T1 H * 2.0* 3.1415927 < / W
97 DO 129 NS P I t  30
91 SM # MS •
9'+ 5N1 It SM*T1
9*5 IF V TIME ,LT. §N1 < GO TO 121
90 129 CflNTINUF
97 121 CONTINUE
98 QM H SN - 1.0
99 IF * TIME ,LE. % 11*% ON 6K 1./ 2, < «  < GO TU 1*2
100 IF % TIME ,LE. % 1\*% QN G# 4. / 4 ,  « <  < GO TO 1*3
100.
H i ' n  'A'l T V ri 17 lu'tRG.l P R O G R A M  RAI.HAM P R O G R A M
l o t 141 AR(, ' ' 0 . 0
To? GO TU m
i . n 142 Al l ,  >1 1 . 0
loA on tli m
111 r> 143 Al l .  r/ - 1 . 0
1 ! Gl? .TO 1 51
1 i>7 151 ct i i . T iuur
1 0° OVuih ti% C I A*  A KG < -«KK*Yl)4M#Yn4M< -3u?*YD4M<
1 ('1 1 -  % Ql*AKr.*YD4M<
1 n 0 Yn/,f « r' . l 2 l <  * ' t' . { t9.*Yf>3< - Y P l  d %% 3. *DELTT<*%YDD4
111 1 G * 2 ,  «VU03 < -  Yl jn2 < < <
117 Y0 4F ti YU4C d % 9 . / 1 2 1 . <  *»<Y04P -  YD4C < ,
i n 0 YD04 If JftUA* ARG < -  %RK*%YD4F*YD4F«
u & 1 -  Q2*YD4F < -  %  01*  AlG *  Y04F <
m AM4 ti AM *  ARG
m QUS ti U d AH4
117 YD4pA #* QMS *  Y04F
i n MUSI U QUS *  % AS G Y&4F <
m IF *  TIME . L E .  J£8.1/W< < GO TO 23
12n IP v. YD4F -  n . o  < 7 5 /  7 1 /  71
121 71 I F  % KP -  2 < 2 3 /  72/  72
122 75 IF *  KS ■ 1 < 7 4 /  74 /  73
121 74 PA2 ti PA2 f, YD4F
124 QA2 H QA2 f. QUSl
121 K.P # KP G 1
121 GO TO 23
127 72 P A 1 ti P A1 d Y04F
121 QA1 # QAl 6 QUSl
127 KS ti KS & 1
I 3 n GD TO 23
131 73 SK ti KS
132 PR ti Kp
131 PAVC ti ft PA1 G PA2 < /  % SK d PK
134 QAVG # % QAl f. QA2 < /  % SK £ PK
131 PRINT 1.4/ TIME /  YD4F /  0US1
1.36 14 F O K M A T 5 4 / / IO X / F 9 . 3 / 1 0 X /E 1 5 . 5 /  7X/ E15..5 <
137 PRINT 93 /  PAVG
13» 95 FORMAT V/3 5 X ,  <J AVG. CONC, ALONE 1/3/ £ 1 5 ,7  / / <
130 PRINT 79 /  QAVG
141 79 FORMAT Y/ 3 5 X/  (J AVERAGE % CONC*QS< # 3 /  E15.
141 PRINT 93 /  Q A l /  QA2
14? 93 FORMAT %/ E 1 5 . 5 /  7 X /  E l 5 . 5 / <
141 PRINT 17 /  SK/ PK
" 144 17 FORMAT « 2 X /  3N0.  OF PTS, t i*  /  F 1 0 . 4 /  10X/ F 1 0 .
141 KP # 1 ' *
146 KS # 0
147 QAl 'ti 0 . 0
140 QA2 ti QUSl
149 PA1 ti 0 , 0




r r i fu ' -A' i  r v n i 7  s o u r c e  p f i i o p a m  r a i .ham . r^ j c k a m
1.51 V 61 II 0.  0 /
i '.)? YA? " yD4F/\ \
16 7 1,0 TP 23
1 !> 4 C YO‘»F IMlf’RFSFlUS AVfc*AGE CHANGE IN CONCENTRATION
l'Jr> c Pi'.UM T" t  s t e a d y  S T A T c WITH Nn FEED CUMCENTRATION
1 '}(' c I j t  jTU'UUhCE
1L. v 23 IF v. T 1 ml -  TPR < 2 6 /  Z r> 2*
1 6" 26 m M T « > l , T I M F #  Y 64 F , OUS / QUSl • /• YD4FA
1 !> ’’ 910 FMrP AT *' 10X/ F 9 • 3 / 10X/ F 1 5 .5  /  10X /  € 1 5 , 5 /
1 t ° 1 10X/ E 1 5 ,  5 /  10X/ E 1 5 . .5 <
16 ’ 9 FCIk MAT *l 10X/ ’ F 9 , 3 / 10X/ E 1 5 .5  <
1 6 7 27 T PR H TPR f. UELTPR
163 26 IF  CTIME -  %  %  6 . 3 / W < * 3 1 , < < 2 0 / 2 1 / 2 1
164 20 A a I
16* I I mE # A*nELTT
166 yn  II YD1
167 Y01 if YD2
16* YP2 « YL)3
166 Y 03 II Y04F
176 Y03P « YD4P
171 YPiC H YD4C
17? YDul U YD02
17* YOO? H YDP3
176 YOU? M Y0P4
17* 31 c o n t i n u e
176 PRINT 43
177 63 FO«MAT%///c)  a v g . c h a n g e  i n  cqnc .  IS@< •
17* 21 IF  %  DELTT .GE. O . l i O < GO TO 22
176 IF  %  DELTT , L F .  O . U P < GO TO 11
l yo GO Til 11
1 ai 22 DELTT 11 0 F L T T / 2 . 0
18? TIl-lF # T I M g l
18* PRINT 24 /  DELTT
186 240 FORMAT « / / / 3  ANOTHER CASE WITH DIFFERENT 4EI.TT # 3 /
1 86 I F 5 ,3  < *
187^ on Tn i
1.87 11 CONTINUE
1 8* 32 CONTINUE
10° d e l t t  n d e i t t i






Computer Program for Simulation of Periodic Tank Reactor 





















Number of frequencies for which computation 
is performed.
Number of amplitudes for which computation 
is performed.
Number of phase lag for which computation 
is iperf ormed.
Initial time at which the disturbance is forced. 
Initial step size.
Interval at which the results are printed.
Inlet steady state volumetric flow rate.
Volume of the reactor.
Steady state reactant A exit concentration. 
Specific rate constant.
Frequency of the concentration,,disturbance. 
Amplitude of the concentration disturbance. 
Phase lag between two disturbances in degrees. 
Amplitude of the flow rate disturbance.
Steady state reactant A inlet concentration. 
Dummy variables.
Rate of unconverted reactant A in the exit 
stream at steady state.























Additional step size for which the computation 
can he repeated.
Change in reactant A exit concentration from 
the steady state value.
Difference between YI values at time t and 
time t plus delta, t. .
Total time at a particular instance since the 
initial forcing of the disturbance.
Time at which the results are printed.
Value of the concentration change at the 
point i-3.
Summation of YI values calculated by the 
Runge Khtta method.
L values in the Runge Kutta equation.
Concentration change of A as represented by 
YI plus some value of L in the Runge-Kutta 
equation.
First three final YI values as calculated by 
the Runge-Kutta method.
First three final values of the differential 
equation (Equation 40) as calculated by the 
Runge-Kutta method.
Final value of the differential equation 
(Equation 40) at the points i-2, i-1 and 
i respectively as calculated by the Milne- 
Hamming method.
Final values of YI at the points i-2, i-1 
and i respectively as calculated by the 
Milne-Hamming method.
Predicted and corrected values respectively 
of YI at the point.
Number of steps representing positive values 























Number of steps representing negative values 
of YI in a cycle.
Summation of all QUSl values corresponding to 
positive and negative YI values respectively.
Dummy variables.
Summation of all the positive values of YI.
Summation of all the negative values of YI.
Predicted, modified and corrected values 
respectively of YI at the point i + 1 
as calculated by Milne-Hamming equation.
Time for completion of one cycle of the 
disturbance.
Time for completion of integral number of 
cycles.
Value of the differential equation (Equation 37) 
based on the modified and the final values of 
YI at the point i + 1.
Final value of YI at the point i + 1.
Magnitude of the disturbance at any given 
time t.
Volumetric flow rate at any given time t.
Product of QUS and YI
Exit molar flow rate of reactant A.
Average value of exit concentration change of 
reactant A per cycle.
Average value of QUSl per cycle.
Q
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T '' A' 1 T V 0 1 7  Si..MRP R IN’ '.:f.R Ati
l r' K11 i , A n A L H A M
i ' l l -  I f .  I T  R(r A L * b - / A- M, I J - Z< '
' i:>I,,«Tl i S i r ' hnY" i >< ' ,  Y T . V X ,  " Y F ^ tj< , A m P / . 1 o < , F R E q n 2 <
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i  C 'IKDER I Rt' E V£ * S I U I. £ S T Nf-LF C . S . T . H .
' r. Pl r -E i i g p  P I   ^TI IRH Af!CpS UM FEFD FLOW AMU FEED Cl lNC.
7 r. F'.'k A GTVFH CASF PJTH HAVE SAME FREQUENCY U' tT THE
° c AVI-1. I T U n t S  VARY bY A FACTOR OF TEN
r» C F l u ’/  niSTH|\rtAMCF LAOS BEHIND ClH C,  DISTURBANCE BY
I*" r P-'ASE LAG IN  PEOREtS
n c KEFFR JAMFS , S M I T H  ,  WULFMRP , L f .  380
1? c PATA pf‘. x r TF D IN PfcAU UROFR
I T c chnc  r e p r e s t h t s  v a r i a t i o n  f r o m  s t e a d y  s t a t e  v a l u e
14 h ea d  2 ,  LW, L ,  LP
I S READ 3 ,  T IM E 1 ,  0ELTT1 ,DFLTPR
I * PEAu 4 ,  0 ,  V» AS., PR,
17 READ 4 1 ,  'a FPE0%Mw<7 NV # 1 ,  LW <
1 P READ 4 1 ,  % AMpC'fK ,  N V I t  L <
1 T REAP 4 1 , V. PHP%MP< ,  NP a i t  i p  <
20 41 FORMAT M 7 F 10 . 4  <
21 2 FflRMAT 03 I 2 <
27 3 FORMAT K 3 F 1 0 . 4  <
23 4 FURliAT X 4 F l o . 4 <
24 PRINT 2 ,  LW, L ,  LP
2 S PRINT 3 ,  T I ME1 ,  DFLTT1
2 * PRINT 4 ,  0 , V,AS,RK
27 1)0 33 JW # I ,  LW
23 W ft FPEOSJW<
27 DO 32 J H i t  L
30 AM # AMPJ4 J<
31. AM2 « AM* 1 0 . n
37 00 34 NP # 1,  LP
33 P2 # PHP%Np<
3 A PRINT 4 2 ,  AMPSJ< ,FRF«Kj i - i< ,  P H P W <
31 420 FORMAT •^ n)Iri), 7 X,  11HAMPI. ITU0E (it F6 . 2 ,  11HFPEQUENCY
34 1 , F c . 2 , 5 X , 1 9 H  PHASE LAG PEGRFE (it F 8 . 2  <
37 PRINT 46 ,  AM?. i.
3 " 460 FOrMAT K/Si FLOW DISTURBANCE AMPLITUDE # - 9 ,
37 1 F 6 . 2  <
A" AFS a  1 . 0
4 1. 01 H  AM2 /  V
4? Q1A # Q l *  % AFS -  AS <
47 U2 # Q/V
4 4 Q6 If- 0  *  AS
4 1 P II %  2 . 0 *  3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7 * P2 < /  % 360.0 <
4 6 P I  # P2 1  360.0 <
47 PRINT 44 ■ •
4 P 44 FORMATB/3 . 01 ■ QlA 02 a<
49 d e l t t  11 DFLTT1 '
50 I YI # 0,0
\ o
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31 Y I r ti r, .D . . /
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!> ri 0 F-111 <f:AT ' 7 / / l o X # r' H T r ,E*,.H'>S<.» l u x ,  15HCnNCfc9CJLES/euFT<
J,A r>K T i-!T 3 /  01# 01 A# 0?
*> F 111< M A T 4 3 F l ? . * • / / / <
r ,  O *’ K I . .T 7# T I Y  I
7 1n1 M A T ft / / / X #  Fn .3#  10X# ET 5 . 5  / / <
br' Vi; ti YT
01 Y A « V 0
OP l)Y„ 1< V 0 . 0
61 Dn in k II 1# 1
b f‘ nil 19 11 // ?, 3
6 3 OH TH * 11# IP# 13# 12# 13 <■ # N
60 13 r 11; F It T 1 M t  r.% OFLTT/2 . 0 <
67 12 Y *  YT f, * n Y ’ ’N - l <  / P . O  <
6 n IF XM.LE.  '+< HD TP119
6 ° Y ti Y L ft ny f t N - i  < /  2! . o  <
7 i 1.19 APu ■'/ 1 . 0
71 IF «£ PI  . LE . 0 . 0  < 00 Tn 110
71 IF 7 PI . L t . 4 . / R . <  00 Tn 116
71 IF 7 PI  , L E . 8 . / n , <  00 TO 115
70 115 A 8 O U  1 . 0
7 * on TU 117
7 A 116 AR 6 1 H - 1 . 0
77 on TU 117
7 P 117 CPI'.TINUF
7° 190 UY;.M< ti % % 01A *  Ap G1 < G ft ft Q2 G % 0 1 *  ARG1 < < *
80 1 %% AM*A RG< -  Y<< %% RK* Y< *  %% 2 . 0 * A S <  G
61 2 Y «  < *  DELTT
8? Y I 0 ti %1 . / 6 ,0 < * f tU Y f t 2<K% 2 •  *ft[)Y%3< G 0 Y f t 4 < «  G DY%5<
81 YI ti Y I  G YID
8 0 Y R ft K < ‘I YI
8 * YA ti YA f. Yp ftK<
8 0 PRINT 9# T I ME# YI
87 1 BO L)YF7K< 11 ft Ql A * APG1 < G »• % Q2 G % 0 1 *  ARG 1 < <*
8« 1 ft/, AM*ARGO - Ypf c K < «  - %% RK*YRf tK«  * %% 2 . 0 * A S <  &'
8P 2 Y R ft K < <<
90 YDol  ti D Y F %1<
91 YPU? ti DYFft2<
9? YD03 ti DYF%3<
9? YDi  il YRft l<
9 0 YD2 ti YRft?<
9 ^ YD3 ti YR ft3<
90 PRINT 8
97 08 pnjiMAT f t / / i  THF FOLLOWING VALUES CALCULATED BY
98 • 1 HAMMING e q u a t i o n  S> <







r ” A'-: 1 V'> L i  ?u"RCt  pp.;.I OR/VM P A L H A M PnUGR AM
l o l ynjC Y|)l
1 U? 1' s 4 o
l o 1 h n /# r>
1 J '• MJ o
11 > 8 KX # n
1 *>' MAI a 0 . 0
1 J 7 M A 2 if 0 . 0
!'.)> Y A ] il 0 . 0
11.’7 YA2 H 0 . 0
111 P A 1 n 0 . 0
111 PA2 V 0 . 0
















DftPit YP £ £ * 4 .  
eltt <
IHM It YD4P -
I ti Z . n *
fl 129 US ft
II t i MS
Mi a  SM*T1  
F ft TINE .LT  
C0UT1MUF 
nUTIMUF 
N ti SN -
5# 2 0 0 0 0
/ 3 . < * * f t 2 . * Y D D 1 < -  Y002 £ f t 2 . * Y D 0 3  < < *
£ U 2 . / 1 ? 1 . <  #ftYD3P - YP3C <
3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7  < /  W 
1 # 10
SN 1 < r.o TO 121
1 . 0
124 IF ft P I . L E . f t O . "  < < GO TD 130
125 IF */ PL . L E . % l . n / n . n < < GO TH- 131
126 IF ft P I . L E . f t 2 . n / 8 . 0 < <• ou TO 132
127 IF ft PL . L E , % 3 . n / f l . 0 < GO TO 133
128 IF A/ PL . L E . f t 4 . n / 8 . 0 < < GO TO 134
1 2 ° IF ft P I . L E . % 5 . n / 0 . n < < GU TO 135
130 IF ft PL . LE. % 6 . n / 8 , 0< < GO TO 136
131 IF ft PL . LE . % 7 , 0 / 8 , 0< < GU TO 137
132 IF ft PL • L E . % B , o / 8 , o < < GU TO 138
133
134
130 CONTI MUF 
IF ft T I " E . L F . % T1*ft ON ix 4 . / 8 . < « < On Tu 142
135 IF ft T I M E . L E . % T l * f t ON 6« P . / 8. <<< < On TU 144
134
137
131 CONTI MUF 
IF ft T I  *’ t • LF. % Tt#ft 7N 1% ‘. 1 . / 8. <<< < I n TU 141
138 IF ft TIME . l e . ft T l * f t ON 1% 4 . / 8. < « < on TU 142
137 IF ft TIME . L E . ft T1*% ON G* 5 . / 8. . « < < •on TU 143
147 IF f t ' T IME . L F . ft T l * f t ON 0 . / 8. < « < on TU 144
141
14?
132 c o n t i n u e  
IF ft TIME . L E . ft f l  *ft ON .Gft ?.,/ 8. <<< < on TU 141
1.43 IF ft TIME . L F . ft T l * f t ON 4 . / 8. < « < un TU 142
144 IF ft TIME • L F . ft TI *ft ON 6 . / 8. < « < On TU 143
145 IF ft TIME . L E . ft T l * f t Yi n Gft ? . / 8. < « < On TU 144
144
147
133 CONTI NUT 
IF ft TIME • LE. - ft T l * f t ON 3 . / 8. < « < on TU 141
148 IF ft TIME . l e . ft T l * f t ON Gft 4 . / 8. < « < On TU 142
149 IF ft TIME j» LE. ft T l * f t ON G-ft 7 . / 8. < « < on Tu 143
150 IF ft TIME • LE. ft T l * f t ON Gft 8 . / 8. « < < on TU 144
108.
ri. |RTr,AU 1 V M1 7 Shi IP, f. I. AM PA! HAM PROGRAM
I b 1 1 34 CO : T l ‘-Hjr .
1b? IF " T 1 "L . |. F . % T 1 *7. ON &*' 4 .  /  R.  < «  < GO TU 141
147 i f  " r i " !  . L T .  >. 11. * ft ON £»•: , 1 . /  8 .  « <  < 60 Tu 143
15 4 135 C.•'* 1 <TI  MUr
1 b * IF " TIME . 1. F .  % r i * ’*. n|j 1 . /  a .  « <  < Gn Tu 142
I V '  IF ft TP 'E , L F .  ft I I  .*% ON £ft 4 . /  8 .  <<< < 60 TQ 141
137 IF ft TI  ’ ; E . L F .  ft Tl *% ON £ *  5 . /  8 .  < «  < GO Tu 144
I V  IF ft T I ” E . L F .  ft T1*ft ON fift 8 . /  R.  <<< < GO TU 143
1 V  136 Cf,NTlMUr
Ton IF ft TIME . L F .  ft TI *ft nfi £ft ?./ 8 .  <«  < GO TU 142
1.61 IF ft TP 'E  . l F .  ft T1 *  ft nN 6ft 4 . /  8 .  <<< < GO TU 141
16? IF ft TIME . L F .  ft Tl*% ON £ ft 6 .  /  R.  < «  < GO TU 144
16? IF ft TIME . L F .  ft TI *"'  r N £ft 8 . 7  8 ,  < «  < GO TIJ 143
164  1 3 7  c n u T I I U F
165 ' IF ft T I  *1L- . L F .  ft T1. *ft ON Gft 3 . 7  0 .  « <  < Go Tu 142
164 IF ft TIME . L F .  ft Tl * f t  ON L% 4 . /  0 .  < «  < GO TU 141
167 IF ft TIME , L F .  ft Tl * f t  on £ft 7 . /  8 .  « <  < GO TU 144
• I G ” I F  ft TIME . L F .  ft T1 * "  of.| &ft 8 . /  8 .  « <  < GO Tu 143
16 o 1.38 CHNTINIJc
17? IF ft TIME , l F .  ft T I * "  ON Gft 4 . /  8 .  « <  < Gn TU 142
1/1 IF ft TIME , L F .  ft Tl * f t  ON £ft 8 .  /  f l .  « <  < GO TU 144
17? 141 ARG ti 1 . 0
17? ARGl « - 1 . 0
17*  GO TU l r>l
175 142 ARb ti- 1 . 0
175 ARgI II 1 . 0
177 GO TU 1*1
1 7 n 143 ARG ti -1  . 0
1.70 ARGl ti 1 . 0
180 GU TU 151
181 144 ARG It - 1 . 0
18? ARGl ti - 1 . 0
183 GO TU 15 1
' 184 151 CniMTIIIUF
185 u Y|)D4 « ft Ql A *  ARGl < £ ft ft 02 £ ft 0 1 *  ARGl < < *
186 1 ft« AM*ARG< -  Y 0 4 m «  -  %/i RK* YD4M< *  .%% ? .0#AS< R
187 2 YD4M «
1 8 R 0 YfHC It f t . l 2 5 <  * * f t 9 . * Y H 3 <  - Y O l  £ ft% 3. *L)ELTT<*f tYni j4 £
184 1 ft?. .*Y0U3 <. -  YD02 < < <
190 Y04F # Yl)4C £ ft 9 ,  /1? 1 . <  * ' /YD4P -  YD4C <
191 0 Y|jP4 it % Ql A *  ARGl < ■ £ ft ft Q2 C ft 0 1 *  ARGl < < *
19? 1 ftft AM*ARG< -  Y D 4 F «  -  ftft RK* YD4F< # %% ? .0#AS< £
193 2 Y04F < <
194 AM4 fl AM2 *  ApGl
J.9 5 QUS fl Q £ A114
1 9 6  YI14FA II QMS *  YD4F
197 OuSl ti QUS *  ft AS f, VQ4F <
1 9 F IF ft TIME . L F .  % 5 . 1 / M  < < . GO TO 23
199 IF  ft QUSl  -  Q6 < 64> 65# 65
200 64  KU fl 5
r i ) t ? r - A ' l  I V o 17  SljURCL R P r ^ R M !  ^ A < I I M l  PROGRAM
109.
?n1 IF KX -  5 < 2 7?,  2?
P i.i? 0 5 ]F v. KU -  9 < 2 ’ , 7 1 ,  73
pin 71 IP KS -  2 < 7 1 ,  7 5 ,  73
7ll A 75 IF KP -  o < 1 1 ,  7 9 ,  7'*
20'* 79 PI’ I NT 1 4 ,  TI  Mr ,  Y04F ,  QUSl
7i:4 74 P A 2 »/ P 4 2 £ Y 04 F
70 7 UA<d ii QA2 f, QUSl
70 n KP It K P t  1 /
7.U° RX f/ 5 //
? l n on rn 23 /  • ■
711 7? P A ], H p A 1 & Y04F
717 QAl if QAl f. QUSl //711 KS U KS G 1
214 on t u  £3
\211 73 SK ft KS
7 1<> PK it K P
717 PA VO tt V. P A1 f. PA2 < /  % SK G PK
211 QAvC it. % QAl fi Q \  2 < /  % SK £ PK
21° PR1MT 1 4 ,  TTMF ,  YD4F , "US1
220 14 F O R M A T % / / l O X , F 9 . 3 , i n x , 6 1 5 , 5 ,  7X,  E 1 5 . 7  /  <
721 PRIMT o s ,  PAVG
227 95 FORMAT " ' / I S X ,  id AVG. CUMC. ALONF flu,  6 1 5 . 7  / / <
227 PRIMT 7 9 ,  QAVG •
22 A 79 FORMAT *■< /  3 5 X ,  » AVERAGE *, CONC*OS< E 1 5 ,
221 PRIMT f>3, Q A l ,  Q42
22'-. 93 FORMAT * /  E 1 5 . 5 ,  7X,  E 1 5 . 5 / <
227 PRINT 17 ,  SK, PK
220 17 FORMAT % 2X, 3 N0 .  OF PTS. fin) ,  F 10 ,»4 ,  10X,  F 1 0 .
220 KP ft 1
2 3" KS # 0
731 QAi H 0 , 0
237 UA2 tt QUSl
233 PA1 It 0 , 0
73'* PA2 « Y04F
231 Y A1 «■ 0 . 0
23 ft YA2 H YD4FA
737 GO TO 23 I,
230 23 IF % T P ’E -  TPK < 2 6 ,  2 5 , 25
230 25 P R I M T 9 1 , T I H F ,  Y04F ,  OUS ,  QUSl ,  YD4FA
24" 910 FORMAT x 10X,  F 9 , 3 ,  10X,  6 1 5 . 5  ,  10X,  615
24 1 1 10X ,  F 1 5 , 5  ,  10X,  6 1 5 . 5  <
24? 9 FORMAT '7 10X,  F 9 . 3 ,  l U X ,  6 1 5 , 5  <
24? 27 1 PR ft T PR t  DELTPR
244 26 IF % TIME -  % % 6 . 3 /  W < *  6 , 4  < < 2 0 ,  21 ,  21
24 5 2 0 A 1 - 1
24') Tlr-lE if A*06LTT
247 YO ft YD1
243 Y01 H YD2
2.49 YD2 ft YD3




r i ^ r ' A  1 TV^IV  ^i iMRC Ir (■' I' 11r- R A I1 R A t HA H PROGRAM
21)1 y ! > j r  •> v |1 /, I-
25? Y 1) j  C  ti V I.) 't C
? 6? Yl ' u l  t> Y1) °  2
7  'j A YRii? H  Y U °  3
21>r’ Y' i | .? ti YUHA
y . b f ' 31 ( . ' I . , T l rIU.r
? . b i PR I Ml A3
? j r > A? L ' h‘ MA Tl»/ / / , ) )  AVG.  CHANGE I N  f .ONC.  I S R <
?1>0 21 I F  % D ^ L T T  . G F .  O . l l o  < Gn TO ■ 22
? f:. n I F  %  OFLTT i L F , 0 . 1 1 0  <  GO TO 11
261 -GO, TO 11
26? 22 D F l T T  1* D F L T T / 2 . 0
26? T I r i F  «  T I ME l
26A P R I N T  2 a' ,  OELTT
2 6  ^ •2 AO FOi' MAT ^ / / / S) ANOTHER CASE WITH DIFFERENT DEL TT #3
2 6 * 1 F 5 . ?  <
2 6 7 G O  TO 1
2 6 " 11 CONTINUE
2 6 0 3 A c o n t i m u f
2 7 n UFLTT 1! d e l t t i
2 n
32
T I ME H T I ME l
27? CONTINUE
27? 33 CONTINUE




Computer Program for Simulation of Series of Periodic Tank 



















Number of reactors connected in series.
Number of frequencies for which computation is 
performed.
Number of amplitudes for which computation is 
performed.
Initial time at which the disturbance is 
forced.
Initial step size.
Interval at which the results are printed.
Inlet volumetric flow rate.
Specific rate constant.
Volume of the individual reactors.
Frequency of the disturbance.
Amplitude of the disturbance
Steady state reactant A exit concentration 
for each reactor.
Change in reactant A exit concentration from the 
steady state for each reactor.
Dummy variables.
















YD 2 ( ) 
YD3 ( )








Total time at a particular instance since the 
initial forcing of the disturbance.
Time at which the results are printed.
L values in the Runge-Kutta equation.
Difference between YI ( ) values at time t
and time t plus delta t.
Concentration change of A as represented by 
YI ( ) plus some value of L in the Runge-
Kutta equation for each reactor.
Dummy variables.
First three final values of the differential 
equation (Equations 53, 57, 58) as calculated 
by the Runge-Kutta method.
Final value of the differential equation 
(Equations 53, 57, 58) at the points i-2, 
i-1, and i respectively as calculated by the 
Milne-Hamming method for each reactor.
Final values of YI at the points, i-2, i-1 
and i respectively as calculated by Milne- 
Hamming for each reactor.
Predicted and corrected values respectively 
of Yl at the point i.
Value of the concentration change at the point 
i-3 for each reactor.
Summation of the positive values of Yl ( )
in a cycle for each reactor.
Summation of the negative values of YI ( )
in a cycle of each reactor.
Number of steps representing negative values 
of YI in a cycle for the first reactor.
Number of steps representing positive values 















) Predicted, modified and corrected values
) respectively of Yl at the point i + 1 for each
) reactor.
Time for completion of one cycle of the 
disturbance.
Time for completion of integral number of cycles.
Step function of concentration disturbance into 
the first reactor.
Magnitude of the concentration disturbance into 
the first reactor.
Value of the differential equation (Equations 53, 
57, 58) based on the modified and the final 
values of Yl at the point i + 1 for each reactor.
Final value of YI at the point i + 1 for each 
reactor.
Average value of exit concentration change of 
reactant A per cycle for each reactor.
/ 114.
HIUP'A" 'Vf'i7 PRUf.MM
1 l’Kf 1C-r A" f/vup.M
-> I"Cl ir. IT RL/'L*»”A-II»U-Z< \
1; 111 r 14S 1 nf'i FHFm"10< , A ’ F*' 1 <’><
A ■. T: H-lS H f  l)Y>.o< , Y' 9< , HAP G>/'9< * PYF%9<
r. 01,.FNS I f'N V"'7< , A S 9 < , 01A&9< /  Q?%7<
f. 1)1 iFN^I'H- YIJ9< yn^o< ,  Y!P*92
~y I/T! >rNS 1 n|>i yni?<9 < > VD?.//K .» Y03^9<
r (.T1TNS I r’N yr-pfil 5„Q< , Y707‘/.9< , YF>D3/S9< j YUn4'/9<
l'T,,FNSlPN Y73Pfa7< , Y04pJfc9< , YM3C‘/„9< ,  YD4CS49<
i ^ UlfiFNSinN YAl*/9< t YA2/PK /  YAVr.%9<
n Dl.-.FNSinN Yn4M^7< /  Yr»4F%9< , 04F%9<
l 7 C Sr-CPi'ln HKHUP IRREVERSIBLE REACTION
17 r SEhlfcS nF STIPRFD TANK PEACTORS
I'* c DA rA PRINTED IN RFAD DKPEP
l * c SQUARE WELL TYPF 01 ST. ON FFEO CQNC.
l * r HUf.PER np RFACTORS IN Sr RIES IS REPRESENTED BY MR
17 c RFl-FK JAMES t SMITH t WOLFORD > PP 380
1° c C'VjC. rfppesemts  v a r ia t t o n  from st eady  state value
r ,> Kt'AD If NR
2 7 READ 2> LW » LA
21 1 FHkMAT « 12 <
27 2 FORMAT </-2 I 2 <
2 7 KFftn 3/  T IM El ,  DELTH, r>ELTPR
2 A K F A 7 4 t (J.» P k
21 3 Frii<MAT % 3F1 0 . 4<
2 •*> 4 FHkMAT% 2 F17#4<
27 NR 2 H MR f. 1
2P RFAD 5f % V*NV< > NV HI,  NR <
27 READ 5> % FP.EOBMWO MW » LW <
3 0 RF.AD 5? % AMp%N< > M ft I, LA<
31 REAn r?> % AS#NS< /  MS 11 2$ HR2 <
37 5 FDkMAT « 7F10.4 <
37 PIUMT I ,  MR
34 PRINT 2, LW* LA
3 S PRINT 3f TIMEl , DELTT1, DELTPR
34 PRINT 4,  Q , R«
37 PRINT b ,  2 AS«?NS< /  NS # %» NR2 <
37 PRINT 0,  % \'%NV< t  NV # I t  MR <
37 6 FORMAT * /  7F10.4 /  <
47 on 10 JW fl 1, LW
41 W n FRFQ%JW<
4? oil 11 JA ti 1, la
47 AM 'f AMP%JA<
44 PRINT 7t MR
4 I 70 FORMAT % 3131 p 20X* 5) NHMREP OF REACTORS IN SERIES Hoi
47 1 » 17 <
4 7 PRINT H, AMP%JA< /  FREQ'-JW<
47 80 FORMAT %/ 7X, SAMPLITUDE # 3 ,F 6 .? /  7X* SFREOUENCY #3/
47 1 F 6 . 2  <
5 r> Y I %1< H 0 . 0
O
115
r-fjp t  r' AM T V 0 1 7  SOURCE PFLIORAM P A I H A M  PROGRAM
151 on 12 ,1H  ? ,  iN '7 2c•cV>-
b1 u U " ' J - l < '  ti %o*M4< /  V f c j - l <
I  2 0?>-J< »:• 2 0 / V 2 . I - K  < & % 2 . 0*RK# AS*J< .<
PPlMT 9 ,  % 01A%. I -1< ,  J # 2 ,  MR2 <
j'- PRINT 1 1 ,  % Q2%.]< ,  J # 2 ,  MR2 <
’..7 9 F0 k MAT /rd O I A - S  #»*  6 E 1 5 . 4  <
5° 13 FHuMAT v. /  P 0 2 - S  #<3, 5 F 1 5 . 4  <
<} n HFLTT # UFLTTl
6^ 67 Tl l iF 1! TIME I
61 TPK # DFLTPR
6? P»lMT 14
61 140 FflKMAT r. / / /  1 0 X ,  9HTIMF%HRSO 10X,
6 A 1 » LUNC»' XMt lLES/CU.FT,<  0 <
6*5 PR I Mr 1 6 ,  TIME ,  *  Y I  %J< ,  J # 2 /  NR2 <
66 15 FORMAT■« / / 1 0 X ,  F 9 . 3 ,  10X,  4% E 1 5 . 5  ,  5X < <
67 DM 20 K ii 1 ,  3
61 on 21 J # 2 ,  MR2
66 I F  * K - 1 <  2 2 ,  2 2 ,  23
7H 22 Tl l iF  # T IME1
71 Y U . K  # 0 . 0
7? D Y / . K  # 0 . 0
71 Y 1 0 # 0 , 0
74 23 on 24 N # 2 ,  5
75 GO TD % 1 0 0 ,  2 6 ,  2 7 ,  2 6 ,  27  O N  '
76 27 TlriE H ■ TIME £ SfcDELTT/2,0 <
77 26 Y%N< # Y I %J<  G % D Y ^ N - l < T / 2 . 0 <
71 IF V- M . L E . , 4  < GO TO 20
76 Y*N< # Y* N<  G *  n Y % N - l < / 2 , 0  <
On 20 c o n t i n u e
01 IF %J - 2 <  2 9 , 2 9 ,  24
0? 29 DAr G%3< # 1 . 0
01 D Ar GJ£4< # 1 . 0
04 DARRX5< # 1 . 0
0 6 C 0 THE AOUVE THRFE v a l u e s  of  d a r g  v a r y  d e p e n d i n g  on
06 C 1 ' of  DISTURBANCE
07 IF S K - 1 <  3 0 ,  3 0 ,  31
00 30 DAr G* 2<  # 0 . 0
06 GO TO 24
96 31 DARG»2< # 1 . 0
91 c ; 0 THt  ABUVE TWO VALUES OF DARG VARY DEPENDING ON
9? c I OF d i s t u r b a n c e
91 GO TO 24
94 2 4 0 OY*m< #%% Q 1 A % J - 1 < * 0 A R G % N «  -  % RK*Y?JN<*Y%N< <
96 1 - *  Q 2 X J < * Y % N «  < + DELTT
96 0 YID # *l./6.0<* % DY%2< G % 2.0 * %0\%3< G 0Y%4<
97 I G 0Y%5< <
90 Y I /4J< # YI% J< G Y I D
99 0ARGK2< # Y5S2<
100 DARGX3< # Y»3<
< <
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ru ' -T 'AM TVfU 7  SijI'KCI. PF>lU-RAf 1 RAI.HAM PRUGRAM
M l  DAkO%A< a V?4<
M ”’ UAkG7,*< li Y%5<
n n  IF  ^  j - ?  <r 32,  7 2 ,  7 3
loft 32 Y l p ^ J - l C  !i l . o
1 n^ c T I l ABOVE THRFE VAL"ES OF DARG VARY d e p f n d i m g  UN TYPE
Mft  c OF r>ISTURPANCF <
107 on TU 34
I o'1 33 YI  P *' J - 1  < It Y T % J -1 <
M M on TU 34
1. M  340 11YF - K< // 7 01A»J-1.<*YTP«J. -1< < -  % R K * Y I * J < * Y I % J <  <
1 1 M  1 -  % 0??oJ< *  YT7,J< <
1.17 GO TU % 3 5 ,  3b,  37 < ,K
117 35 Y n u l * J <  H DYF71<
1 IA Y n M J <  n Y17 J<
U 5  GO TO 3R ■ j
l i f t  36 Y0l)7.7,J< it DYF72<
117 Y 027. J < it Y I % J <
115 on TIJ 35
1 M  37 YDU3*. I< H DYF73<
12^ Y 0 3 J < it Y I ' / J<
121 GO TO 35
127 33 BK # K
127 21 T l l i F  # BK* DEI.TT
1.2ft PRINT l b ,  T IME,  *  Y J * J <  /  J it 2 ,  NK2 <
12 5 20 CONTINUE
126 PRINT 30
127 390 FORMAT V / /  9 THE FOLLOWING VALUES CALCO, BY
' 123 1 HAMMING EQUATION 3 <
1.2 q TlhlE it 4 . 0  *  DELTT
1.3 n on 40  J H 2 ,  NR 2
131 Y 0 3 P '/i J < H Y037. J<
137 Y03C%J< n Y03«J<
137 YO»J< # 0 . 0
134 YA17J< # 0 . 0
135 40 YA27J< # 0 , 0
13ft KS a 0
137 KP it 0
133 OU 41 I ■ # 5> 20000
! 3 n 00 4? J # 2 /  NR2
140 0 Y04P/4J< ft YD%J< f. % 7 4 . 0 / 3 , 0 < *  % % 2 . 0 *Y 00 l 5 i J <  <
141 1 -  YPU235J<
147 2 & % 2 . 0*Y0D3%J< < < *OELTT <
147 0 YD4 M%J< It YD4P/4J< -  % %\ 1 2 , 0 / 1 2 1 . 0< *  #YD3P«J<
144 1 -  Y03C%J< < <
14*1 IF ? J .GE.  3 < GO TO 43
14ft T 1 it V 2 , 0 *  3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7  < /  W
147 DO 44 NS it 1 ,  10
1 4*  SN H NS
149 SN1 it SN*Tl
150 IF  % TIME , L T .  SNl  < GO TO 45
117.
r ( r r‘ AM I V 0 1  f  Si i l 'RCL1 PROGRAM R A L H A H  PROGRAM
151 4 A CPNTI ' -JUP
1 5 ?  4 5 C H, tT I f I l j f
13? "y  # S N -  l . u
15'. IF 2 T I *'E . I T .  «£ H * %  « m Fa ^ 1 • /  A . <<<<GO TO ' ,6
13"? I p TIME . U  . 7 Tl*%  QM G « « « * , □  TO 46
1 6 6 IF  T I '1B . I T .  V T l * %  QM F. '<3 . / 4  . < « < G Q  TO 47
157 IF v. T1»"E . L B .  ■< T l * %  QM C « 4 . / 4 . < < < < G 0  TO 4 7
151 46 P ' i F » l <  *1 1 . 0  . /
1.3^ Y A 3 0 # D 4 F * K * A M
1 6 0  GO TO 4 1  /
161 47 P 4 F & K  /« - 1 . 0
16? YAkC- H U4F«1<*AM
16? GO TU 41  .. /
164 4 1  COh TIMUF
1 6 4  4 3 0  YIU>45i . |< \ \ %  Q l A ' ,/- J - l < *  D 4 P % J - 1 <  < -  % R K * Y 0 4 M ,K J < *
164 1 Y 0 4 P » J <  <
167 2 -  ** *  YL)4M%J< <
1 6 n 0 Y u 4 C ^ <  4  2 0 . 1 2 5  < *  %  %  9 . 0  *  Y D 3 2 j <  < -  Y ! U 3 j <
1 6 7  1 Fa % %  3 . *  OBLTT <
1 7 n 2 *  %  YnU4%. l<  £ %  2 . 0 * Y n D 3 % J <  < -  YDD25<J<<< <
171 0 Y 0 4 F 5» J < tf Y D 4 C J4 J < F. % 2 9 , / l 2 1 . <  *  %YD4P?,J<
1 7 2  1 -  YD4C24J<<<
17? 0 Y D ( j 4 * J <  H  %  t | l A 2 j - l <  *  D 4 F % J - 1 <  < -  %  R K * Y £ ) 4F %J <
1 7 4  I  *  Y P 4 F %J <  < -
171 2 % Q22J< *  Yo4 F*''• j < <
. 1 . 7 6  I F  5' T I M E  . L E .  %  0 . 1  / ’■•/ < < GO TO 5 0
1 7 7  I F  %  YD4 F %2 <  -  0 . 0  < 4 9 ,  5 1 ,  51
1 7 1  51 I F  %  KP -  2 < 5 0 , 5 2 ,  52
1 7 7  4 9  I F  V, KS -  1. < 5 4 ,  5 4  >  5 3
l f l n  5 4  I F  *  J . G E .  3 < GO TO 5 5
181 KP # KP £ 1
1 8?  5 5  Y A 2 * J <  U  Y A 2 % J <  F. YD4 F %J <
113 GO TU 50
1.84 52 I F  % J , GE• 3 < GO TO 56
115 KS # KS Fa 1
1 0 6  56  Y A 1%J<  U  Y A l % J <  G Y D 4 F 2 J <
1 1 7  GO TO 5 0
1 0 i  53 IF  54 J .  G E « 3< GO TO 57
1 0 7  SK ft KS
1 9^ PK U  KP
191 57 YAVG%J< it % Y M * J <  6 YA254J< < /  % SK £ PK <
19?  JY # J -  1
1.03 PR I  NT 5 8 ,  T I M E ,  Y l ) 4 F « J < *  Y A 1 2 j < ,  Y A 2 3 J < ,  Y A V G f 4 J < / J Y
1 94  5 8 0  FOR-MAT %  H  1 0 X ,  F 9 , 3 >  5X> E 1 5 . 5 ,  5 X ,  E l i . 4 ,  3 X *
1 9 5  1 E U . 4  ,  7 X ,
1 9 6  2 3 AVERAGE Ct j NC.  P 3 , E 1 5 . 7 *  a  I N  REACTOR NUMBER 3 ,  12  <
1 9 7  YA i o J <  fi 0 . 0
1 9 1  Y A 2 ^ J <  # YU4F5<J<
1 9 9  I F  % J , L T .  MR2 <  GO TO 5 0
2 0 0  P R I N T  5 9 ,  SK* PK
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r i i R T ' A ' l  T V 0 1 7  Si i i ' KCt  pKilGp.Ah P. AI 11 AH PROGRAM
30 f ' V ‘ ' AT /  ?x ,  7 |.in. UF POINTS « d /  F 1 0 . 4 ,
?o •’ KP « 1
?.-.n K 5 U 0
? M. 50 c HinT I  ’ iur
vn/.-J< w Y i) 1 % J <
? ' l 4 Y O l ' J C  it VD7%,\<
/M7 Y 0 2 J < fl YD3%-K
20 7 yh^ -jc fj y n 4 f:%J<
Pn'i Y03P%J< // Y 0 4 P % J <
7 l n YD3C5iJ< // YP4C%J<
2 H Y0U1%J< It Y nD<ftJ <
2 12 Y0u2».J< « YDH3?/ J<
2 17 Y003SfcJ< it Y 0 D 4 % J <
2 1'. l j4Ff/ J <  u Y 0 4 F ^  J <
2 15 42 COltTlMUF
2 16 I F *  T I H F  -  TPR < 6 1 ,  6 0 ,  60
2 17 6 0 PRI NT  6 2 ,  T IHF /  YAPG /  ft Y[)4F%J< /  J #
2 1" 62 FORM AT ft 10X/  F 0 • 3 ,  5X/  E 1 5 . 5  /  5% 5X/  F 1 5 . 5
2 17 TPR if TPR & DELTPR
220 61 IF % TIME ”  % % 6 . 3 / W < * 4 , 9 <  < 6 3 /  6 4 /  64
2 21 63 A P I
2 2 ’ T I h F  It A *  DEITT
227 41 CONTINUE
22*. 64 IF ft OELTT . GF .  0 . 1 1 0  < GO TU 65
2 2°! IF ft OELTT . L F .  0 . 1 1 0  < GO TO 100
2.2* GO TU 100
2 27 65 OELTT # OELTT ! 2 . 0
227 TIMF # TIME1
2 2 ° PR I NT  6 6 /  DFLTT
23n 6 6 0 FORMAT ft I I I  9 ANOTHER CASE WITH DIFFFRENY
231 1 /  F ? . 3 <■
237 GO TO 67
2 37 100 CnuTIMUF
2 3 A 11 CONTINUF
235 u f l t t  n d f l t t i
23 ft TIME M TIM E1
2 3 7 10 c o n t i n u f  ■ <•
2 37 STOP
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